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CHA PIER I

THE PROBLEM AMD LT»b IMPORTANCE

rhe great surge of vorld '<'ar II Veterans to 

institutions of higher learning in this academic year 

1946-1947 has been, in many cases, for the preparation 

of a career in engineering. The problem of the selec

tion of applicant for admission to the engineering 

schools, and the ever existent high rate of failures, 

is Indicative of the necessity of a study of these 

problems it this time.

I. Df.a’ELIENr Ob' PROBLEM

An Investigation of engineering school adnlsslon 

requirements, with special empliasls upon secondary school 

mathematics and the physical sciences.

I1. PURP0LE2

1. io d?tex*Dilne the general admission requirement for 

engineering colleges throughout the United States 

with respect to mathematics end the physical sciences

2. To determine if th-i public secondary schools of the 

United ftates are fully prepared, with respect to 

course offerings, to train stud, mts to meet these 

requlrements.

3. To determine what per c mt of the secondary school 
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students in the United States prepare them selves to 

meet the requirements.

4. To determine shat proportion of the college students 

of the United state are enrolled in engineering.

be To determine what proportion of the college students 

in engineering were admitted with 1 * * * Mconditions”, in 

those subjects.

1 Jewett, B., "The Dialogues of Plato” (Translation)
Vol II The Republic National Library Co., New York, N.
Quote! from ”Ability Patterns of Engineers and Success in
Engineering School", by Charles H. Goodman: Doctorate
Dissertation. Pennsylvania .-tatfi IlniMFfllXy 1S41.

6. To determine the effect of those conditions upon the 

student progress und acadimlc success in engineering 

school.

7. To determine if a correlation does exist between lack 

of secondary school preparation in those subjects and 

failure in engineering schools; if so, then what reme

dial measures can be recommended.

111. IMPOHTAKCK uF TH 1 bTUDY

ocrates, writing on the problem of the division of 

labor in his ideal state said, ”1 am myself reminded that 

we are not all alike; there are diversities of nature among 

us which are adapted to different occupations”.^-
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The philosophy of tht.t statement can well be 

exemplified by the fact ti.ct schools of engineering In 

the united States full to graduate an av rage of sixty 

per cent of all freshuen enrolling for a course In 

engineering.^- As early as 1309 the seriousness of the 

situation was realized by V. F. Jearborn of the University 

of nisconsln at which time he found that forty per cent of 

the candidates in engineering school were dropping out dur

ing uhe freshman year.1 2 3

1 uearborn, V. 1., "ihe Relative Standing of Pupils 
In nlgb School and the University’*. The University of
.Vis' onsin Press 1909.

2 Ibid., r. 143

3 Seport of the committee for the rromotlon of 
Engineering, Journal of .n, ineerlng Education. Dec. 1341 
P. 202.

To quote the report of the committee Investigating 

engineering education from the Society for the Promotion 

of engineering Education, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 1930, 

"The elimination rate In engineering schools has grown 

steadily higher since 1300 (1900-1924)

The causes most frequently mentioned were lack of 

Interest and lack of ability.
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As chairman for the ’’Committee on .t-dmisslons and 

Selections for Engineering Schools”, a. L. 1’lmble felt 

thi.t If hl^i school seniors redly understood the Intellec

tual demands of an engineering education and the knowledge 

of what kind of a preparation Is necessary to insure suc

cess In engineering school, then the sixty per cent mor

tality could be greatly reduced. The committee expressed 

the humanitarian point of view by saying: "It seems there 

Is a much more serious condition than economic reasons, 

and that la the effect on the boys who come to engineering 

schools without proper prepara Lion and who co not make 

good ... the loss to then is more serious than the loss 

to tne Institution".^

a similar plea has been advanced during the last 

decade by the chairman of an Investigating committee In 

which the secondary school, as well as the college, re

ceives a share of the responsibility for the seemingly 

eternal high rate of drops and failures In the engineering 

schools. This chairman, K. L. Sackett pointed to ability

1 Tlmble, a. n., "Selection and Admission of 
Applicants for Entrance to Engineering Colleges". Journal 
of Engineering Education. Feb. 1932, 448-61, 482-84.
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in mathematics as the basic consideraLion for success in 

a., engineering education. The further expression of the 

committee was the fact that if the profession believed in 

raising it's standards the selection and counseling should 

be made in the high school, and only those students who 

are interested and prepared should a ply for admission to 

an engineering college.

A portion of the report:

"Schools, colleges, and the engineering profession 
should be concerned with reducing the chance of
failure and contributing to the certainty of
success. Soys are taking a chance by choosing
an engineering college course without knowing 
all ol the facts necessary for sound judgment. nl

With respect to high school preparation as a con

tributing factor in the success or failure of a student 

embarking on an engineering education, a study was made 

in 1933 by J. J. hlggins. They study, made at Cornell 

University revealed that the scholastic averages of lc3 

engineering students decreased with a decrease in average 

grades secured in mathematics classes, ihe correlation 

between grades secured in mathematics classes and engineer

ing studies was 4-.84.

1 R. L. Sackett., "Selecting ruture Engineers in 
high School", Chairman: Committee on student Selection and 
Guidance, lining and metallurgy. August 1938 19 333.
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hlg Ins, at that time, suggested that a future study 

should be made to discover the relationship between second

ary school success In mathematics and those grades secured 

in college mathematics, he pointed out that when a definite 

positive relationship could be found between those tv.o then 

a possible way could be found for picking applicants that 

would have the best chance of success in engineering college.1

IV. PHLV1E?. ul Taj^lS

It was the aim of tills study, in keeping with the 

recommendation of hlg ins study and the present pressure 

on the engineering schools by the great Influx of veterans 

into the engineering colleges in this post-war period, to 

attempt to define some remedial measures with respect to 

tlie continuing high rate of failures in the engineering 

colleges. 1‘Le study will place emphasis on high school 

preparation in mathematics and natural sciences, and 

attempt to determine whether or not it is a primary factor 

for success in engineering school.

Hesearch in the past pertaining to this problem had

1 J. J. iiig. ins, "btudy of -utheinatics Ability in 
Relation to Success in engineering Shool," Journal of 
Engineering education. June 1923 23 743-46.
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been objective and statistical, and due to the variables 

of time (1900-1945), geographic location, number of 

students Involved in the studies, difference in institution

al requirements, factors Involved in the analysis, and the 

personal elements of the authors, a review of the literature 

and publications pertaining to the studies produced consider

able incongruity when any attempt at integration was made.

The approach in t is instance did not concern the 

situation in any definite institution or locality, any par

ticular group of students, nor any series of aci.le/ement 

or aptitude tests, but endeavors to survey the field of 

engineering education on a national basis. Initially, 

the secondary school curriculums of various states through

out the country were studied, and a representative sampling 

from each main division of the United states was discussed 

to establish, if possible, about what percentage of the 

high school students of the country are offered the oppor

tunity to prepare for an engineering education as it exists 

in it’s present form. Next, the admission requirements of 

a sampling of engineerin' schools, nation wide and both 

private and public, were compiled and compared as to the 

capacity of the secondary schools to produce students to 

meet them, ihe thesis will tabulate and analyze the results 

of a questionnaire form received from the deans of the same
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engineering schools relative to the causes of failures and 

drops during the freshman year, and suggestions as to means 

to alleviate the situation.

By the very nature of the survey the result were in 

some ways subjective, rather than one hundred per cent 

objective. The personalities and opinions of the engineer

ing school deans inadvertently were injected into the final 

analysis. Their position, however, as the leading educators 

in the field, and the fact that their reports when consider

ed as a whole, represented the situation and the trends 

throughout the country for engineering education, produced 

a conclusion worthy of consideration.

It would be well to clearly understand, at this 

point, that this study pertains only to the engineering 

and pre-engineering divisions of educational endeavor, and 

all research, conclusions and suggestions, are relative ex

clusively to that field. It is not the Intention to in

clude the num rous areas of study of modern secondary and 

higher education in this analysis.



CHAPTER II

A PRESi2.T..ricI. OF HOi LIL TORY ,J-;O PRESENT 
STz.TUti OF TnE PROBLEM

educators, as well as the engineering profession, 

have been greatly concerned over the extremely high rute 

of failures among engineering students, and as a result, 

numberous committees and individuals made surveys and 

studies of the problem.

A survey of the research up to the present time 

will be more comprehensive if discussed in chronological 

order. Generally, the conclusions of each study will be 

given in a shart sunmnry, however, in a few instances, 

when a study happens to parallel this one, a detailed 

abstract will be given. Gever.il of .he reports, of 

course, involved research utilizing an entirely different 

group of factors for analysis, and in such cases only 

the portion of the treatise that was pertinent to high 

school prepare.tion as a basic consideration for success 

in engineering education will be examined.

1J20

Chairman 1. L. ITiurstone of a .Wisconsin Committee 

on Intelligence fests procured and detailed from six
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different type of tests a score from eight Institutions 

of higher learning. The results displayed a correlation 

between hi^i school mathematics and first term engineering 

scholarship as follows:

1. ^□.gebra Test 
iilgebra h.u. Grade

.41

.39

2. Geometry Test .41
Geometry H.s. Grade .23

3. Physics Test .40
Physics h.S. Grade .24

This study showed evidence of the superiority of 

test scores over the criterion of hi^i school work as a 

basis for predicting success in engineering.1 

1 Report of the Society lor the promotion of 
Engineering 1920. quoted from B. J. Ullsvik factor 
Vuialysls and Prognosis of the Scholastic Success of 
i'reshman Engineers Suring Their tlrst Semester at the 
University of Wisconsin". Dootorate Dissertation. 
The University of Wisconsin. 1941.

1924

The report of an engineering education investiga

tion committee over a previous two year period was sub

mitted at great length, and the aspects pertaining to 

this thesis are of sufficient importance to be quoted 

directly. It was noted that during that period thirty 
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elcht out of one hundred engineering students were graduat

ing, and only twenty eight students completed the work in 

the specified period.

"This rutlo of graduations to admissions is the 
lowest of any division of collegiate work for 
which figures could be obtained ... a first and 
obvious step In the ri ht direction would seem 
to be a reduction in the numbers admitted with 
conditions. In 1924 elimination among students 
admitted with conditions was 60 per tent greater 
than those admitted with clear records.

It has been shown only too plainly from the re
sults of the Investigation that either our present 
program Is not adapted to the needs of a large 
portion of those students whom we aomit, or that 
students are not adapted to the requirements of 
the program.

Admission to engineering colleges from secondary 
schools on the basis of graduation is sound in 
principle, necessary In the use of tax supported 
Institutions, but attended by much loss of time, 
money, and human heartache on the part ol students 
coming Improperly prepared to pursue an engineer
ing curriculum, k large portion of our lost 
students go out with needlessly unsatisfactory 
scholastic records against them".J-

1925

An investigating committee during that year published 

the fact that 94 per cent of the engineering schools of the

1 wlckendon, ». E., "Investigation of Engineering 
Education", Engineering Education. January 1324 14 
218-232.
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United States a&nltted students on credentials from ac

credited high schools, and 65 per cent of the specified 

the actual required units. For example, the average 

specification for math was 2.8 units, or one or two units 

of science, and 60 per cent specified 1/2 unit of folid 

Geometry.

Of 8,728 students admitted to 52 institutions in 

1924, 19 per cent were classified as "conditioned" stud

ents. Of these 67 per cent were classified thus for de

ficiency in mathematics and 21 per cent for sclmco.

Only 20 per cent of the institutions refused admittance 

of conditioned students to the engineering department.

Prom these statistics it will appear obvious in a 

later chapter of this thesis that entrance credits pre

sented from the modern high school vary litcle from the 

ones presented twenty years ago.

It was further dlsclcsed, that in nine institutions 

where engineering students were admitted with conditions 

in mathematics, only in one institution did the condition

ed men survive as well as the non-condltloned men.

The fundamental problem of the committee did not 

appear to be one of shifting entrance requirements^

but rather one of demanding correct grounding in the high
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school subjects required for entrance to the engineering

college. The comu.ittee raised the unansvered question:

"how can the engineering colleges exert a direct 
and effective influence upon the preparatory 
schools in the wuy oT securing greater emphasis 
and better instruction in the subjects of the 
high school curricula.; which are fundamental to 
collegiate study.

The average rate of elimination in schools of 
engineering throughout the country is 72 per 
cent for the four year period!

The statistics for elimination are as follows; 
(Based on 36 institutions)

1. 53,8 {B r cent failure
2. lb.5 per cent voluntary change of course
3. 9.1 per cent financial reasons
4. b.5 per cent health
5. 2.7 per cent improper conduct
6. l.b per cent family reasons
7. 12.3 per cent unknown

The reasons for scholastic failure of those above 
wore found to be as follows:

1. 69.4 per cent luck of preparation and ability
2, 7.2 per cent health
3. 5.3 per cant financial (self-support)
4, 2.7 per cent social activities
b. 15.4 per cent miscellaneous.

Concerning the matter of eliminations the committee 

offered the following comment;

1 deport of the Committee on Admissions and 
Eliminations of Engineering Students. Journal of 
Engineering Education. Sept. 1925 16 47-^73
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"The rate of elimination will continue to in
crease in direct proportion to the failure of 
hi,Th schools to ’iva tr .ininr in essentially 
preparatory work, in proportion to the in- 
crear'1 of distractin’: influences in both hirrh 
school and co lege life outside tne classroou, 
and in direct proper cion to lack of balance and 
stimulus in our engineering curricula."1

1 deport of the Coc.ulltce on ..dmlssicns and 
Eliminations of Engineering btudnnts. Journal of 
Engineering education, Cept. 192b 16 47-73

To illustrate with a i iw related statistics for

later comparisons ... in lo‘2v. it was discovered that one 

out of every five entering engineering school was a 

conditioned student, i'he effect upon rate of eliminations 

of those admitted with mathematics deficiencies is shown 

in the following list. ( me list is a summation of the 

material from the original table, which in turn, summar

ized the reports from nine institutions.)

1. Total freshman 1J24 l,o34

2. Percentage having entrance condi
tions In mathematics ':1.2

7. Freshmen not conditioned in 
mathematics l,Obb

4. Freshmen conditioned in 
mathematics 479

L. Perc»ntare surviving the fresh
man year 41.1
d. Conditioned
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b. Non-cor.ditioned 57.2

It was reported that 39.8 per cent of all hxgh 

school males went to college in 1921, and 14.1 per cent 

of those enrolled In engineering colleges. Although 87 

per cent raduated fiom public high schools the quality 

of preparation had aparently decreased during the ton 

years prior to 1921,

"the work of many of the colleges has been ser
iously hampered, and to an increasing degree, 
during the first two years of engineering 
courses by the necessity of segregating poorly 
prepared students in special sections in which 
the elementary mathematics is reviewed."1

An illustration was Airnishod by a table from which 

the following facts were summarised.

Of eleven institutions there were 676 failures in 

engineering in one year; the reasons for failure werd 

classified:

1. Entrance conditions 9

2. Poor preparation and lack of ability 469

3. Extra curricular activities 12

4. Social activities 18

1 Report of the Committee on Adnissions and 
Eliminations of Engineering Students. Journal of 
Engineering Education. Sept. 192b 16 4V-73.
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5. Health 49

6. Self Support 36

7. Unknown 83

In conclusion the oonmlttee defines causes for

eliminations to fall in three main categories. In ord^r 

of decreasing significance they are:

1. Poor preparation In high school in subject that 
form the necessary foundations for engineering 
training.

2. lack of effective guidance in selecting a 
college course.

3. Failure oil the part of tl^e college to deal with 
the student after admission.^ 

1927

Statistics compiled at the university of Minnesota 

disclosed that 18.6 per cent of the engineering f eshmen 

clalu to have been honor students in high school, and 

an additional 42,6 per cent claim to have been in the 

up-.-er third of the gralu ting class. Only 2.6 per cent 

admit to have been in the lower third of their class. The 

statistics were later confirmed by high school records.

1 "Report of the Committee on Adnissions and 
Zllminatiors of Sngineerlng Ltudmts." Journal of 
Engineering Education. Se#t. 1925 16 47-73
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Thus, it apnearol that englneorln^ collogea were 

receiving a considerably bettor than average selection 

of students from the standpoint of mental ability.

From the uppor third of graduating classes for 

three years from a city hi.'h school in Minneapolis it 

was found that aprroximatoly 30 per cent enter engineer

ing. Frorr. that it whs apparent that hirh school rank of 

seniors play a minor role in differentially selecting 

them for entrance to the engineering college. The author 

commented in the summary: "A larger share of mortality 

c^n now be assigned to scholastic Incompetency on the 

part of a large number of entering students”

1928

An interesting point relative to this study was 

brought to light by Haumond and Stoddard.

The results of a physics training test used for an 

entrance examination for 534 freshmen entering an engineer

ing college, all of whom had previously completed a high

1 Patterson, D. G., and Thorburg, P. M., "High 
School Scholarship Standing of Freshmen Engineering 
Students". Journal of Engineering Education, April 1927 
17 807-811.
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•chool physics course, exposed the facts that bO per 

cent were unable to answer any one question correctly.

The point observed was that students learn so 

little in the way of physical theory in high school that 

the college physics teacher cannot assume any beginning 

knowledge on the part of most of the class.3-

1930

The pelimlnary report of a committee working on 

the coordination and preparation for an engineering educa

tion contained two considerations that are related to this 

study.

1. A summary on the correlation of preparatory 
school grades and college grades in engineer
ing courses.

2. The reliability of preparatory school grades 
In mathematics and physics as an index of 
success in an engineering curriculum.

The committee's conclusions were as follows:

1. The average high school mathematics grades 
give very good prediction for success in 
engineering school.

2. High school physics grades give a fair 
prediction.

1 Hammond, H. P. and 1 tod.lard, G. P., " \ Study 
of Placement Examinations*’. Journal al Enfflnflerlng 
Education Sept. 1928 19 2S-83.
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L d-^nta f om the lowest tl ird of the hich 
school classes are very poor rlaka*

Two graphic representations as transcribed from 

the report are significant, Tiie craP^8 show the hi~h 

school class divided into fifths, then in fifths 1 y 

percentages of students reaching the senior year on 

time. The computations were made from the engineering 

class of 13^« ut Case Lchool of April'’! science.

1, Predictive value of hl^h school mathematic grades

103 cases,

Pdnc:,TrjT.

1.

4

Lri___ 11 I I
0 20/

Uncolored - 
readied senior 
year on time 
Black - Out on 
scholarship 
. hsd»d - Out 
for other reasons 
1st column re
presents class 
percentile ranks

40/ 60, 60/ 100, j

2, Predictive value of high school physics grades, 173 cases
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PCKCEITTILL.

1. JI

Ls! 
I 4.

1932

Uncolored. - 
reached senior 
year on tlmee 
Black - Out on 
scholarship 
t haded. - Out 
for other rea
sons 
1st column re
presents class

j o ''j -..J iuv ' percentile ranks

To quote Ex-President Lowell of harvard University: 

"in the secondary school we study what should have 
been finished earlier, in college we do what 
should have been done at high school."

It was in sup ort of that contention that J, Vf. Young, 

Professor of Fathematics at Dartmouth University, wrote 

that mathematics should be taught in higher forms, such 

as analytical Geometry and Calculus, in the secondary 

schools, and thus alleviate the present situation wherein 

so many students enter college unprepared.

Furthermore, Bulletin Ho. 2 of the Committee on the

1 "Preliminary ieport of the Comnitte* on Coordina
tion of Preparatory and Engineering Education1 11. Journal of
urrTineerlng ducation, Jun, Id^u 20 47^-404.
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Investigation of Engineering Education was quoted in which 

70 per cent of the failures in engineering school were at

tributed to lack of ability, interest, and preparation. 

The Indication was that high school graduation standards 

were too lew, or college standards too high, or possibly 

both.

Young outlined a reuedical course.

1. Bettor methods of college selection

2. Inprovlng quality ol' high school instructions 

7« ' ore effective ueans of treating the students
after they have entered engineering school.

Also it was indicated that the practice of per

mitting students to enter engineering with conditions be 

abandoned. A strong plea w-s put forth th.t all colleges 

of engineering make trigonometry a required secondary 

school achievement among the college admission require

ments. At that time 13 per cent required trigonometry.

Young firmly contended that the primary source was 

the high school, in which, the average at best was me

diocre. The quality of high school Instruction was a 

grievious fault, and the entrance examination boards 

should ex?rt their Influences to improve secondary 

school instructions. Mathematics teachers received par-
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ticular emphasis.^

1932

A. B, Crawford and P. u. Burham. of Yale University 

stated that in 1932 the grades on the college entrance 

board examination predicted average f.eshman year grades 

for over 3000 Yale students less well than did secondary 

school records. The Investigators were disappointed in 

the correlation of grades on specific subject examinations 

with freshman year averages in the corresponding subject. 

That such findings may, or may not, hold at other engineer

ing schools was admitted.1 2 

1933

1 Young, J. , "The Adjustment Between Secondary 
School and College ork in Mathematics”. Journal of 
Engineering Education March 1932 22 186-695

2 Crawford, A. B., & Burham. P. S., ’’Entrance Ex
aminations and College Achievements*. School and Society 
1932 36 344-352.

Dvorak and Salyer secured eight measures on each 

of the students in a 1928-1929 freshman engineering class 

for the means to a factor analysis involving entrance re

quirements at the University of V.ashington. Of these.
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two ar* important in relation to this article.

1. Average scholarship in high school mathematics

2. Average scholarship in high school natural 
sciences.

The correlation between those two factors and college 

freshman ability in engineering was found to bo 4.6b. it 

is interesting to note, at thxs point, that high school 

natural sciences records were estimated to be lb.2 times 

as significant as the high school social science records. 1

1934

The purpose of a relatively Important study comple

ted during that year was to determine what groups, if any, 

of high school courses contributed the moet to success 

in engineering in the college of engineering at the 

University of 1'lnnesota. The study was made using 139 

students entering in the Fall of 1934. 

admission requirements at that time were similar 

to those of the present. 

Subject Units

1 Dvorak, A. & Salyer, R. 
th* Entrance Requirements for the 
at the University of v.ashlngton”. 
ing Education. April 193J, 23

C., "significance of 
Engineering College 
Journal of Engineer- 

618-623.
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Bngllah 4
MathematlOB 3
Elective a 8: Language a __8

Total 15

Cheulstry and physics were e-vCepted..

To measure the achievements in engineering and

architecture four criteria were eeployed. They were:

1. Total amount of credit earned in the college 
of Engineering from 1924 to 1939.

2. The total honor points.

3. Ratio between total honor points and total 
credits.

4. Percentage awarded degrees by the college of 
engineering.

The following coefficients ef correlation were the 

conclusions of the authors.

”1. Total high school credits in science, mathe
matics, and manual training with total engineer
ing credits. R * .194 40.036

2. Total high school credit In science, mathe
matics, and manual training with honor point 
ratio in engineering. .190 4.030

3, Total high school credits In science, mathe
matics, and manual training, with percentile 
rank on the college aptitude test R ■ .030 
4.05S.nl

1 Boardman, Chas. "". & Finch, F. H., "delation of 
Secondary School of Preparation to Success In the College 
of Engineering". Journal of Engineering Education. L'ar. 
1934 25 466-475.
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"From the data It may be tentatively Inferred that 

students who offer more extensive training in hi^i school 

science, mathematics, and manual training, on the whole 

are somewliat better prospects for success In the college 

of engineering than are those students who have had slight 

contacts In high school in those fields."!

1936

report covering a research problem conducted at 

the University of Oregon in 1930 was mainly for the pur

pose of establishing a relationship between the amount 

and quality of training In high school mathematics and 

subsequent i^arks in college academic subjects.

Utilizing Pearson rroduct-moment Coefficient of 

Correlation between the number of semester credit in high 

school mathematics and the average college marks made by 

these students in various college fields for the first 

two years are shown as follows:

1. Boardman, Chas. ili. & rinch, F. 11., "Relation 
of Secondary School of Preparation to Success in the 
College of Engineering". Journal of Engineering Education 
Larch 1934 25 466-475
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The entire correlation covered a variety of subjects

COLLEGE SUBJECT
ZERO ORDER

COEFFICIENT
P ART 1A L-t 6R .iklvX i I ON

COEFFICIENT

Mathematics 4.26 4.06 4.17

Physical Science 4.16 4.05 4.14

as the study was mad^ at a liberal arts college, however 

the material transcribe! for this study la, to a certain 

extent, pertinent to the engineering curricula.

The correlation between the number of semester 

credit in high school mathematics and average college 

marks in all subjects were found to be no greater than .02, 

and when the factor of intelligence was held constant the 

partial correlation proved to be -.13. In fact, the 

college marks of students with two units of mathematics 

were found to be almost exactly the same as the marks of 

students with three and four units respectively.

An analysis of the percentage of students doing un

satisfactory work in the various fields, in which the 

students with two units of high school mathematics or 

less were compared to students with two or more units, 

revealed no significant difference. It was found, how

ever, that the students wlti. more than two units of
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mathematics furnished a smaller percentage of the un

satisfactory stud mts.

On the other hand It was proven tht.t the average 

mark in high school mathematics correlated significantly 

with thA average college mark in every field. For 

example:

con
COKHiil. ilON 
COaFFlCl&IlT

tioilH'-JLAl'lON
RjiTIc

I'athematics .46 4.Q5 .55 4.05

Physical r,ci once .26 4.04 .32 4.04

Furthermore, the study displayed evidence that 

in th~ prediction of success in college mathematics, the 

high school mark in mathematics and average murk in all 

other subjects were of equal merit. The correlation 

being .47 and .46 respectively.

Among the conclusions listed in the sun ary of the 

study was one that is closely allied to engineering in 

that it pertains to success in college mathematics.

"Prediction of success of students in college 
mathematics cannot be made with any high de
gree of accuracy f^om knowledge of the amount 
of hi Th school training mauhemaclcs, the 
average hl-^h school mark in mathematics, the 
average mark in all hlschool subject, rank 
on the Psychological Sxamlnation of the 
American Council on education, or any combi
nation of these variables. The best prediction 
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that cun be made Is secured from the average 
high school mark in all subjects.

The committee on student selection and guidance 

submitted a report to the K: gineors Council for Profession

al development relative to test scores and prediction for 

success in engineering in mathematics as follows:

"The committee believes that the results obtained 
establish the value of the tests in mathematics 
for entering freshman engineers — a correlation 
of f.5t with academic success.

1937

«. V. Bingham devotes a chapter of his book to 

engineering aptitudes, and concurring with many authori

ties he mentions that 62 per cent of the engineering 

students full to complete the course for various reasons, 

hotably was the fact that certain subjects in the 

curriculum place a premium upon special aptitudes; apti

tude for mathematics, aptitude for the physical sciences.

1 Douglas, he d. &, Michaelson, J. h., "The Relation 
of nigh School Mathematics to College .■•arks and other fac
tors to College Larks in Mathematics". School Heview 
1j36 44 610-619

2 "Report of -.C.P.D. on student s<lection and 
Guidance." The Electrical Engineer Nov. 1936 £>b 1824-1825 
Obtained from Ullsvik, B. d. factor analysis and Pro
gnosis of the Scholastic Success of Freshman Engineers dur
ing Their First Semester at the University of .Vlsconsln. ” 
1941.
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and aptitude for manipulating the ideas of spatial re

lations.

The probability of young man's success in such a 

course of study was said to be definitely and closely 

related to ais aptitude for higher mathematics. Conse

quently the high school marks in algebra and geometry 

should bo carefully scrutinized, mother type of infor

mation indicative of the candidate's success or failure 

in the engineering college would be the record of the 

can. idates achievements in high school physics and chem

istry. "file candidates previous school achievements and 

his performance in scaolastic aptitude tests furnish evi

dence regarding his general ability."1

1938

A study producing a correlation between ability in 

physics and mathematics and capacity for engineering 

training was produced by the Dean of Engineering at the 

University of Akron, Ohio. 1. K. Ayer presented the 

following table as a result of the study. It repre

sents work done in the freslimun year for the classes

1 Bingham, V., "aptitudes and titude Testing" 
A. 170-177. Published by Harper Bros., i.cw York, 1j37
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192C-lJ3u.

"1. Total freshman in engineering 745
Graduated in engineering 27.8a*

2. Failed neither mathematics or
physics 469
Graduated in entlneering 39.5a*

3. Failed mathematics and passed
physics 116
Graduated in engineering 14.7a*

4. Failed physics and passed
mathematics 114
Graduated in engineering 2.6a"1

1 -ayer, Fred E., "x’hyslcs, . athematlcs and 
engineering". Journal of Engineering Education. April 
1938 28:582.

Concurrently, at the University of Texas, another 

individual was conducting research relative to freshman 

engineering. The data involved comparisons of a class 

according to their rank in the hl^h school graduating 

class and according to the distribution of the various 

high school subjects presented for admission to the 

university. The author initially apologized for using a 

sample of students too small to produce statistically 

valid results.

The study was made during the session 1935-1936 

using a group of 275 freshman engineers and the remainder 

of the total of 1042 fresiunan men enrolled in various
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other courses.

It Is interesting, in view of the purposes of this 

thesis, to note the proportion of the class which present

ed certain entrance subjects.

1. The combination of Algebra, plane and solid 
geometry, and trigonometry was presented by 
34.6 per cent of the class.

2. The combination of three units in mathematics 
was presented by 34.G per cent of the class.

3. Two units of mathematics plus chemistry and 
physics were presented by 29.4 per cent of 
the class.

4. The combination of chemistry and physics was 
presented by 30.9 per cent.

t. Physics was presented by o^. 1 per cent of the 
class.

The survey further illustrated that the scholastic 

p rformance of freshmen has a very definite relation to 

the previous performance in hxgh school. Nine out of ten 

who rank in the highest quarter of the class in high 

school will pass the freshman year in college, but only 

four of ten of those in the lowest quarter will pass.

Of the group that presented a combination of high 

school algebra, plane and solid geometry, trigonometry, 

chemistry and physics (represented one sixth of the class) 

85 per c*?nt passed the first semester in engineering; 62 
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per cent of the others passed. The former group earned 

"A” and "B” grades In 47 per cent of their work, while the 

other group earned nAn and ’’B" grades in but 24 per cent 

of their work.

Of the group presenting three units of mathematics, 

88 per cent passed the first semester in engineering. 

Corresponding figures for the group not presenting this 

combination was 54 per cent. The former group earned 

honor grades in 42 per cent of their work in the first 

semester and 39 per cent in the second. The latter group 

made honor points in 20 per cent of their work in Che 

first semester and 25 per cent in the second.

Using the combination of chan is try and physics; 

75 per cent of those presenting them passed che first 

semester, while the group not presenting the natural 

sciences passed 60 per cent. The former group earned 

honor grades in 39 per cent of their work diring the 

first semester while the latter totaled 23 per cent 

honor grades.

In summary, the conclusions were that freshman 

performance in college has a definite relationship to 

later college achievements, and that certain related com

binations of subjectr taken in high school, produce a
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better scholastic record the freshman year of college.1

1 Mchtenbaum, Lax, n.m Analysis of ireshi.an 
"Engineers at the University of Texas During the Session 
of 1935-1936". Journal of EnrlneerinK, ixiucLtion. Zupril 
1938 28 5-. 3-543.

1*39

■on article a, .earing at that period featured a 

problem Involving the selection of the most promising 

candidates and eliminating the unfit early In the train

ing period.

This was accomplished by a battery of tests, among 

which the mathematics aptitude test proved to be the best 

single measure, heerly on a par with it was the Iowa 

high School Content fest, and combined wltl. two others, 

the four produced a coefficient of correlation between 

prediction and scholastic success In college for the first 

semester of f.74 |.O3.

To quote two rather paradoxical phrases from the 

concluding statements of the article:

"Naturally, all the entering students present 
the required high school credits. Therefore 
the completion of certain high school subjects 
becomes an Invalid basis for selection.

•□.though all the reasons for the high mortality 
cannot be ascertained, a high portion may be
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laid to inadequacy of abilities and preparation",1

1940

To repeat a statement of R. L. Sackett, Dean of

Engineering at Pennsylvania State College:

"It is clear that intelligent and understanding 
guidance by the high school is fundamental in 
any effective attack on the problem of selection,"

Chainnan Sackett of the Committee on the Selection

of Guidance supplied reliable information relative to 

selection by a study of histories of 3000 engineering 

students in four colleges.

The committee found three types of tests valuable

in a predictive sense,

1. Aptitude Testa

2. Visualization (emphasis on geometry)

3. Cooperative mathematics test

To quote a summarizing statement from Dean Sackett:

"Tests of scholarship and aptitudes are available, 
but none of them are infallible. There still 
remains the question whether past high school 
records or present examinations are adequate 
criteria for admissions. There are exceptions 
and the methods of elimination should be flex

1 Feder, D. D. 8t Adler, D. L., "Predicting the 
Scholastic Achievements of Engineering Students." Journal 
pf Rncrl n**T»inp- May 1939 29 380-387
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ible enough to provide for the admission of the 
applicants who fails to top arbitrary hurdles, 
but has essential interests, aptitudes, and 
certain scholastic preparation which is funda
mental, The method of exploring the unstandard
ized is no better than the provision for them 
to proceed if admitted, standardization when 
carried to the point th^t it ignores personal 
differences, tends likewise to sumerge the in
dividuality of the institution, it's faculty, 
and it*s curricula,

A, s. Northby of the University of Minnesota

showe 1 a correlation of ,69b between Iowa Math Placement

Tests and first semester engineering grades for 138 fresh

men in 1931, The next highest correlation with grades 

was with high school scholarship.2

Another group of Investigators found coefficients 

of correlation well above .30 for a number of measures 

including:

1. High school principals rating on intellectual 
performance.

1 backett, R. L., "^election of Engineering students". 
Journal of Engineering Education. March 1940 30 695-600

2 Northby, A, S., "Prediction of Scholastic Success 
in the College of Engineering and Architecture", From M. E. 
Haggerty, Chairman on Educational Research Studies in 
Articulation. P. 42-49

uoted from: Johnsen, A. P., "The isolations hip of 
Tert Lcores to Scholastic Achievement for 244 Engineering 
Freshmen Entering Purdue University in Sept. 1939", Purdue 
University Doctorate Dissertation 1940.



2. Average grades in the high school subjects of 
English, mathematics, physics, and the biolo
gical sciences.^

The oonduslon of a doctorate dissertation by A. P. 

Johnson, of ^urdue University, was relevant to successful 

efforts in engineering education.

Four measures were selected by the Wherry-Doolittle 

Test Selection Method to give a relationship with first 

semester grade point averages. The measures contributed 

decreasing increments of relationship in an ord^r placing 

high school preparation and scholastic standing as number 

two. The coefi'icient of correlation between these measures 

and the first semester grades of 244 freshmen engineers en

tering Purdue in 1939 was 40.791.2

1941

1 Dywer, P. S., Horner, C., it Yokim, C. S., ”k 
Statistical Sum-ary of the Records of Students Entering the 
University of Michigan as Freshmen in the Decade of 1927-1936, 
University of Michigan Administrative Studies Vol, 1. No, 4 
1940.

Obtained frem: Johnsen, A. P., "The Relationship of 
Test Scores to scholastic Achievement for 244 Engineering 
Freshmen Entering Purdue University in Sept. 1939" Purdue 
University Doctorate Dissertation 1240.

2 John, A. P., "The Ha la Li on ah ip of Test Scares to 
scholastic Achievement for 244 Engineering Freemen Entering 
Purdue University in Sept. 1939", Purdue University Doctorate 
Dissertation 1940.
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An author writing on the subject of academic 

achievements in engineering school made an introductory 

statement to the effect that no means yet had been devised 

whereby the pr e iiction of success in engineering school 

could be dispatched with any degree of reliability.

Beyond that initial frank statement the article 

would not pertain to thia thesis in that it Involved the 

success in upper levels of engineering based on achieve

ments at the Junior College level. 1

i'he alms of the canmlttee on Student relection and 

Guidance of the Coclety for the Promotion of Engineering 

Education were primarily one of guidance and cooperation 

to be established among hi^h school teachers, engineering 

teachers, and practicing engineers, for the advancement 

of engineering education.

The committee’s report for 1941 indicated that high 

school scholarship, when properly used as a basis for ad

mission, reduces the mortality rate materially; a personal 

interview. In turn, is the most promising supplementary 

instrument. To quote:

’’From the experience of engineering collies

1 riemens, Cornelius H., "Forecasting the Academic 
Achievement of Engineering Students’1. Journal of Engineer
ing Education 1941 32 617-621.
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rank In class In hir^i school Is the most re
liable Index of later success after assurances 
that the Individual has taken enough sciences 
and mathematics to satisfy the admission 
requirements and to demonstrate his ability along 
these lines.”

The report notes that a high school record is unsat

isfactory as a predictive measure for border line students.

The report chiefly concerned various types of achieve

ment tests, psychological tests, etc. of vhlch this thesis

Is not primarily concerned. It Is noteworthy, however,

that tests of general achievement In high school subjects, 

particularly mathematics and science, are usefill In selec

tion and guidance,

fho final conclusions of the committee Included, as

a secondary consideration, that the rank In high school as

a basis for selection comes first, and is particularly re

liable if the high schools are rated.^

An additional study, though primarily conducted on a 

basis of mechanical ability and its relation co engineering 

school success, does take Into consideration the beneficent 

factor of high school work. 1

1 hackett, R. L., ”Heport of Committee on Student 
Selection”, Presented at the 49th Annual Meeting of the 
•c. P.T.E., Journal of Engineering Educ atjon. 1941 32 224-256
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Utilizing a number of teats conducted on students 

of engineering at the University of Maine the attempt was 

to find the coefficient of correlation between first year 

grades in engineering and the prediction of test scores.

Among the conclusions listed, in effect, is that 

the predictive power of tests of mechanical ability are 

not very great. The authors suggests that sane evidence 

of engineering aptitude is found in intelligence tests, 

scholastic aptitude, and grades In certain hi#x school 

courses.1

Robert Millikan of the California Institute of

Technology in an address to the Phi Beta Kappa fodety 

stated:

Nr'or the first time in human history the people 
of a nation enjoy the advantages of consdiarable 
education since compulsory public schooling now 
assures almost every young person a high school 
education. The absence of facilities to steer 
properly qualified youth into trade and indue try, 
has resulted in numerous high school graduates 
who are seidLously deficient in capacities and 
training requisite for success at institutions 
of higher learning presenting themselves to the 
college and universities for entrance.”

It was Milliken1 s plea that high schools tnd college 

1 Brush, Edward M., ’’Mechanical Ability as a factor 
in Engineering Aptitude”, Journal of Applied Psychology 
June 1941 25 300-311.
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cooperate to secure a better selection of material for 

higher education by a mutual recognition of their distinc

tive problems. For only by cooperation can the secondary 

schools dlscharg® their responsibilities and the colleges 

maintain their scholarly competence In research end 

engineering.

The author implied that the normal group in American 

High Schools was a non-collego group, and that educators 

realised the central objectives of high school training 

were citizenship and vocational adjustment and establish

ment.

Valuable approaches for reorganization for college 

needs were shown as follows:

1. Only after camelling has been well done can 
effective teaching fbllow.

2. Customary pattern of high school subjects is 
not the only route to maturity.

3. v idr* variations of secondary schooling exist 
among the high school populations of various 
states; standardization is needed.

4. Professional training of science teachers Is 
Inadequate.

5. Mathematics should be grouped Into senior high 
schools and open to those capable of college 
work.

6. Mathematics should be integrated with shop and 
manufacturing plant techniques.
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7, The IdentlflcaLlon of Che capable la a Joint 
responsibility of both high school and college.

In conclusion it was maintained that selection of 

stud nts for engineering college should not bo based sole

ly on any one pattern of hlch school subjects nor single 

entrance examinations, but demands continued observation 

and reappraisal as the pupils are successively exposed 

to differentiated treatment, especially in science and 

mathematics.^

A portion of the findings of B. R. Ullsvik in his 

doctorate dissertation at the University of Wisconsin are 

relative to this issue.

One of the purposes of the study was to develop 

equations to predict the scholastic success of freshmen 

engineers in their principal subjects, ano ng than being 

mathematics.

The result substantiate i a previous study by de

termining the relationship between rank in high school 

graduating class and subsequent scholastic success at the 

University. The Undings presented the fact that the

1 lindsay, F. B., ”Problems in Secondary Education 
that Effect Engineering Colleges”. Journal of Engineering 
Education. March 1941 31 479-486.
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pewentile equations developed.

Included in the thirty three measures considered 

were:

1. Number of semester hours of high school science.

2. Cl rad.-* points in high school science.

3, Number of semester hours of high school math.

4, Grad*  points in high school tests.1

6. Characteristics of high school from which stud3nt 
graduated.

Utilising many factors other than those mentioned 

above, Ullsvik derived five hundred and twenty eight inter- 

correlations, all of which were subjected to the factor 

analysis of Professor L. L. xhursuone.

The final analysis, when considering the prediction 

of successes in freshmen engineering subjects for the first 

semester in a college of engineering, produced a coefficient 

of correlation of 40.7 between predictions and the grades 

received. The subject matter involved included English, 

chemistry and mathematics.

The relationship, however, between the character

istics of the higli school from wi.-ch the student graduated 

and the factors indentified did not seem clear.

The author commented on the fact that two of his 

colleagues, C. R. Mannard and B. L. Thorndike used a com-
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bination of seven teste for prediction purposes, of *ich 

five were tests of mathematics.1

1942

To quote an excerpt from a 1942 committee report 

from the United States Office of Education:

"in the first place, it is important in advising 
students to enroll in engineering or not to take 
into consideration their interest and ability in 
mathematics, science, drawing and making things”.2

1944

The curricular revisions of secondary schools over 

a period of years proved that the trend was toward train

ing students to fit into democratic life mid social culture 

more effectively. A. H. Blaisdell of the Carnegie Institu

te of Technology contended that the curricula was baaed 

upon the sup osition that the majority of high school 

students will never attend college. The engineering schools

1 Thurstone, L. I., ”a New Rotational Method of 
Factor Analysis", Psychological Bulletin 1940 37 189-236

Quoted from: Ullsvlk, B. R., *A Factor Analysis and 
Prognosis of Scholastic Success of Freshmen Bngineers Dur
ing Their First Semester at the University of Aisoonsin". 
University of Wisconsin Doctorate Dissertation 1941.

2 U.S. Office of Education, "Report of the Commi
ttee on Student Selection and Guidance'*, School and Society 
June 27, 1942 55 717.
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watched the trends with great misgivings, but nevertheless 

felt that it was up to them to make the basic and vital 

changes in their educational programs so as to conform to 

the ability of thi hifih school product.

For one thing, the ap lied science courses had to 

be altered to confora to the German bystem, wherein labra- 

tory work enjoyed more importance than lecture, but second

ary schools uiust too conform in order for the system to be 

effective.

The concluding remarks concerned more humanistic 

social studies for engineering students, not only to make 

them more sensitive to human values, but because they were 

better prepared for such work. 1

A study connected with die war and its effect on 

engineering education emphasin >s the point that the war 

will bring about some necessary and justified adjustments 

in the engineering curricula.

To counteract the influences of advanced scientific 

inventions upon engineering, it was considered good judgment 

on the part of engineering educators that increased atten-

1 Blaisdell, Allen H., "Comments on the Future of 
Engineering Education". Journal of Engineering Education 
November 1944 3b 20L-211.
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tlon should be given to the basic sciences, humanistic, and 

social studies. Some of the advanced technical matter now 

in the undergraduate curricula should be transferred to 

the graduate level where the stud3inta would be more pre paired 

to rigorously pursue the study.1

Such a trend, considered relative to this thesis, 

would obviously conform more readily to the present high 

school preparation of the average stud nt.

1945

quotation from an article by L.O. Stewart, of 

the Engineering Apartment of Iowa -Late College refers 

to the quesLlon of just who should scaly engineering and 

lists th1* following as an indispensable individual 

attribute:

1 Crothers, II. M., " ar Pressures on the Curricula”, 
Journal of Engineering Education. Oct. 1944 35 P. 81.

2 Stewart, I. 0., ”Advice to Young Men Pho seek 
Careers in Engineering”, Journal of Engineering Educat ion 
November 1946 36 211-214.

"Xbilit/ to do mathematics is a prime requisite. 
A better than average ability to learn this 
subject as shown by hi^i school grades or teat 
scores is essential.

1946 1 2
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A post war ap.roach to engineering educators was 

advanced by Oscar S, Bray. It was mentioned in his study 

that engineering education in the past had largely been 

based upon high school scholastic background, but the fact 

that sucha basis for selection was not the entire ana. er 

is demonstrated frequently by the careers of men who 

graduate b ;lov. th“ magic upper quarter of the class, Lutii 

qualities as imagination, moral courage, leadership, native 

Intelligence, and capacity for uork, are of equal or great

er importance than mere ability to learn and should be 

given full v.al.ht in a decision to accept or reject an 

applicant.1

CUMMkKY

Previous research rather daflnltely produced evi

dence that a high degree of correlation existed between 

academic accomplishments in hl zh school and later success 

in engineering college. The implication, however, was 

very clear that no really effective measure had been found 

for $redictinc success in engineering college.

1 Bray, Oscar ■', "Postwar Graduate Engineer 
Training", Journal of Engineering EduPatlon. November 
1946 36 211-214.
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'J-'he two most successful measures appear to have been 

(1) high school record (2) achievement tests prior to col

lege admission.

An expression for greater cooperation, between the 

levels of education, also received emphasis throughout the 

previous studies.



Ch,ujT^H III

SECONDziRY ouhOOL Oif'AHInGfc# E«HOLLk EliTS

In 1938 the Office of Mucatlon of the United 

dtutes uepiirtment of Interior published bulletin L'o. 6 

entitled "Offerings and Registrations In ulgh School 

Subjects 1933-34". Unfortunately that publication was 

the most recent Information compiled on a nation wide 

scale that tabulated the numbers of students enrolled 

In the secondary school curriculum. The office present

ed, specifically, the numbers ti.klnt: each subject, by 

state, throughout the nation, and indicated by discussion 

the trends toward the various types of subject matter.

1933-34 was more than a decade removed from 1946, 

however, and a questionnaire form (See appendix a) was 

mailed to the Office of the State Superintendent of 

schools for each and every state within the continental 

limits of the country for the purpose of obtaining more 

recent statistics as to secondary school curriculums in 

mathematics and the natural sciences.

Though the results obtained were of a different 

nature than the material in the bulletin, tlie information 
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when combined with enrollment etatlstice from the bulle

tin produced the required Information for later compari

sons. Therefore, the 1938 Bulletin of the office of 

Education can be considered to be significant relative to 

this thesis. 'The vertinent material In the bulletin will 

be discussed prior to a report of the very recent find

ings from the various State -ubllc School Superintendents.

Algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and astronomy 

were one of the essentials In the 1095 public school 

curriculums. llie enrollment In algebra and geometry, In- 

cluiing advanced courses showed a rise In percentages up 

until 1910, but since that Lime, until 1934 at least, 

there was a persistent decline. In fact, the enrollments 

in mathematics alone showed a marked decline In percentages 

from 1928-1934.

Physics and chemistry, ttiough appearing In the 

curriculum at a much later date than either the classics 

or mathematics, proved to be in great contract as to popu

larity. The percentage trend to physics pointed generally 

downward; chemistry displayed a tendency to rise In en

rollments foi* thirty years prior to the 1934 survey.

To quote the 1934 statistics for enrollments In 

mathematics and physical sciences.
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.a. Algebru
1. 90> or the schools offer elementary algebra

a. 22/v of the pupils take It.
b. 7/o take more than one unit

B. Geometry
1. 84/o of the school offer goometry

a. 15/e of the pupils take plane geometry
b. Sli^itly over 2^ take solid geometry

v. Trigonometry
1. 1.33/v of the students take trigonometry

J. Physics
1. 6.27a of the students take physics

g. Chemistry
1. 7.5631 of the pupils take chemistry.- 

Finally, the office of Education placed science as 

fourth (inclusive of both social and natural sciences) 

and mathematics as sixth on a list of subjects tabulated 

In decreasing order as to curriculum emphasis.

The questionnaire form sent to forty eight state 

capitals were returned in 31 instances, a total of 64 

per cent. Some were answered in full, others rather 

vaguely, and a few admitted that their respective office 

did not have the required Information available.

Table *0. 1 tabulates the questionnaire findings.

1. "Offerings and Registrations In high School 
Subjects 1933-34", Bulletin *«o. 6 of the Office of 
Education of the United States Department of interior. 
1938.
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Consultlnc the table, it Is obvious, that there are 

varying degrees of efficiency, with respect to records, 

throughout the many state departments of public instruction. 

Ihose spaces where part of the statistical Information Is 

omitted are examples of State department that returned the 

questionnaire with the admission that the subject infor

mation was unavailable, 

though 64 per cent of tho total number of the 

forms were returned, only 50 per cent of the total were 

filled out sufi iclently to be of use. i'he final total, 

was however, a f^lr representative sampling In that it 

represented states from every section of the country.

The validity of the results were definitely 

questionable by two measures (1) at least 50 per cent of 

the officials detailing the required information on the 

questionnaire form Indicated, by a footnote, that the 

percentages were ’’approximate". (2) -• discrepancy was

noticed in one instance, the state of ...assachussetts, in 

which the individual returning the form stated that all 

of the schools of.ered more than two units of mathematics 

tjnd all of i ered physics, a publication concerning high 

school offerings published by the "commonwealtn" of 

u.assachussetts", i.owever, gave concrete statistics to tiie 
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effect that only 50 per cent of the schools offered over 

two units of mathematics, and 20 per cent did not offer 

physics. It Is possible that similar errors were made on 

others of the questionnaire forms.

<»n existent anomaly, notably the one of curriculum 

offerings, can readily be seen In the table. For example, 

the state of I«ew York with 1300 schools and 750,000 pupils, 

has organized and centralized Its schools so that the vast 

majority of the pupils have an opportunity to prepare for 

an engineering education. By comparison note 2tew Mexico 

with but 144 schools and 244,000 pupils. In that agrarian 

western state over half the pupils had no opportunity to 

take courses necessary for entrance into an engineering 

school. » similar comparison could be found between the 

heavily populated eastern state of Pennsylvania, and the 

western states of South uakota, ld:ho and Oklahoma. In 

fact a careful study of the table clearly showed the super

iority In courses (leading to engineering) of organization 

In the public school curriculum throughout the eastern and 

hew England states over the western and southern states. 

Fortunately the larger enrollments were In the eastern 

states.

The results and the averages complied from the 



questionnaire form for the nation as a whole are as follows: 

(Uslnc only those states wherein the Information Is complete).

50 Per cent of the states Represented

1. Total secondary schools 10,943

2. Total enrollment in the secondary schools 2,789,877

3. average per cent not offering over two
units of mathematics 34.4/b

4. average per cent enrolled in schools not 
offering over two units of L.athematlcs 28.5/0

5. Average per cent not offering physics 37.3/®

6. Average per cent not offering both
chemistry and physics 42.97®

SUL'A-ARY

,jg a sum .ary it was significant to note that over 

one-third of the secondary schools of the United States 

did not offer over two units of mathematics, nor physics 

and chemistry, and what is more, less than 10 per cent of 

the high school students in the United States enrolled in 

those courses. Such a fact is not particularly noteworthy 

by Itself, but when correlated with engineering school 

academic admission requirements the implications ap.ear 

self evident. The following chapter will compare these 

facts in relation to the requirements for admission of a 

representative sampling of engineering schools.



Cli^PTKl IV

THE K-GinEEHIhG COLLEGE*6 HE^UiaiAuLNTb FOR 
EMISSION

In the two previous chapters the comparative subject 

matter was compiled and averaged, and the summarization of 

this chapter will compare those results in graphic form to 

the statistics concerning engineering school admission 

requirements.

In orrder to determine the admission requirements 

for the average college of engineering in the United Ltates, 

a total sampling of seventy five engineering schools were 

selected as a criteria. These institutions were located 

in practically every state, and one in Maska; they in

clude state colleges and universities, private institutions, 

denominational institutions, schools of technology, and 

military schools. Both technical schools and liberal arts 

schools were considered, the essential requirement being 

an engineering degree course included in the curriculum, 

in order to integrate their somewhat antithetical philoso

phies.

The purpose of determining an average set of exist

ing admission requirements for an engineering school is to 

compare those requirement with the average academic accom

plishments of the secondary school product, and to further
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compare thora with the generul offerings of the secondary 

school curriculum.

The actual requirements for ud..ission to tne seventy- 

five institutions selected as representative were abstracted 

from the bulletins published and distributed by the indi

vidual schools. These bulletins were consulted at the 

Public library of Houston, Te>us, where they remain on per

manent file, and the majority of them were recent editions, 

few, in fact, were devoted to a future school year.

In view of the purposes of this study the specific 

admission requirements abstracted were those involving 

secondary school credits in mathematics and the natural 

sciences. In addition, whenever given, the information re

garding entrance examinations, admissions with conditions, 

and whether or not the conditions can be mace up, was ob

tained. Many of the bulletins, however, were either in

complete or generalized to a considerable extent concerning 

various requirements, which resulted in Incomplete informa

tion for a number of the institutions. The material con

cerning entrance examination was supplemented by letters 

from the oe .ns of the iin; ineering Schools in a number of 

cases.

In Tabic *o. 11, the admission requirements for the



TAJBLK IO. II
TABLE OF KHGinumiM} COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

IN MATHEMATICS AND THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES
75 SCHOOLS REPRESENTED

Neee of Inetltution

No. of 
Engr. De 
grows 
Offered

Units of
Math
Required

r" '
।।

tJnlta of 
Physics 
Required

Units of 
Chem.
Required

Admit 
With 
Conditlor

Require 
Condition 
, Made up

Required 
Entrance 
Exam, or 
screenljg 
Exsm.

1, Alabama Polyteehnlc Institute 
Auburn, Alabmna 5 3 0 0 Yes Yea Yes

2, California Institute of Teoh. 
Pasadena, California 6 4 1 1 No No

5. Antioch Colle ge 
Yellow Springe, Ohio 3 2 0 0 Yea No No

4, Case School of Applied Scien, 
Cleveland, Ohio 5 3 1 1 No Yeo Yes

5. Columbia University 
New York, New York 7 4 1 1 Yea Yes Yes

1
6, Dartaough College 

Hanover, N. H. A LL ARBITR ^RY

7, Duke University 
Durham, North Carolina 3 3 0 0 Yea No Yea

8. Emory University 
ttnory, Georgia 1 0 0 0 Tse No Yes

9. Emory It Henry University 
ftsory, Virginia 1 2 0 0 Yea No Yes

10. Geo. Washington University 
Washington, D. C. 4 4 . 1 * 0 Yea No No



TABLE NO. II CONTINUKD

Name of Institution

No. of 
Kngr. De 
grees 
Offered

Unite of
Math
Required

Units of 
Physics 
Required

Units of 
Chem.
Required

Admit 
’-vith 

Condition

Require 
Condition 

Made up

Required 
Entrance 
Exam, or 
f>ox*eenip 
Exam.

11. Georgia chool of Tech. 
Atlanta, Georgia 10 3 1 0 Yes No Yea

12. Haverford College 
Haverford, Pennsylvania 1 0 0 Yes Yes No

13. Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 6 21 0 0 Yes No Yes

14. Kansas State College 
Manhattan, Kansas 4 3 0 0 Yes Yes Yes

15. Lafayette College 
Easton, Pennsylvania 7 4 1 1 NO Yea No

16. Lawrence Institute of Tech.
Detroit, Michigan 4 2^ 1 0 Yes Yea No

17. Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 6 3* 0 0 Yea No Yes

18. Massachusetts Inst, (f Tech. 
Boston, Mass, 7 4 1 0 No Yea

19. Michigan College of Mln. & 
Technology

Houghton, Michigan 4 3 1 0 Yes No Yea

20. Mo. school of Mines 8t Meta. 
Holla, Missouri 6 3 1 0 Yes No Yes



TABLE HO. II CCNTIHUKD

Heme of Institution

Ho. of 
Hngr. De 
grees 
Offered

Units of 
Hath 
Required

Units of 
Physics 
Required

1

Units of
Chea.
Required

t

1

Adult
With 
Conditior

Require 
Condition 

Made Up

i

Lsqulred 
Entrance 
Exam, or 
screening 
Exea.

21. Hew York University 
Hew York, H^w York 7 3 1 0

22. Ohio state Univerelty 
Columbus, Ohio 1 3 1 0 Ho Yes Yes

23. Oklahoma A & P College 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 10 5 0 0 Yes Yes Ho

24. Oregon State College 
Corvallis, Oregon 7 21 0 0 Yes Ho Yes

26. Folyteohnic Inst, of Brook. 
Brooklyn, Hew York 6 3 1 0 Yea

26. Fratt Institute 
Brooklyn, Hew *ork 3 3 0 0 Yes Ho Yob

$7. Princeton University 
Princeton, N. J. 6 1 0 Yes Yes Ho

28. Furduo University 
Lafayette,.Indiana 7 3 0 0 Yes Yes Yes

29. Renossolaer Polytechnic Ins. 
Troy, Hew York 4 3* 0 0 Ho Yes Yes

30. Rutgers University 
Hew Brunswick, Hew Jersey 4 4 1

1

0 Yes Yes
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Naue of Institution

Uo. of 
Bngr. Dy 
grees 
Offered

1

Unit of
Hath
Required

Unit of 
Physics 
lieouired

Units of 
Chsm. 

Squired

i

1

Admit
v. ith 

Condlulor

Require 
Condi tionj 

Made up

Required 
Entrance 
Exam, or 
screening 
Exam.

31. outhern ’’ethodlst Universit 
Dallas, i'exas

y
3 3 0 0 Yes No Yes

52. Southwestern louisiana Ina. 
Lafayette, Louisiana 4 2'1 0 0 Yes Yes ———

35. tanford University 
Palo Alto, California 4 1 1 No Yea •ee*

34. Texas A A-. ’t (iollege 
College tatlon, Texas 6 3 1 0 Yes Yea Yes

35. Text.s Tech. College 
Lubbock, Texas 5 3 1 0 Yes Yea

56. The Catholic Uni, of Amer, 
"ashington, D. C, 6 3 o 0 Yes No Yea

37. The Carnefie Inst, of Tech. 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 7 3 1 1 Yes No Yea

38. The Rice Institute 
Houston, Texas 4 4 1 1 No No No

59. Tri-state College 
Angola, Indiana 6 2^ 1 1 Yes Yea No

40. Tufts College 
Medford, Mass. 6 3 1 0 Yes No Yea



TABLE HO. Il CONTINUED

1

Naaw of Institution

No. of 
Kngr. De 
grees 
Offered

Unit of 
Math 
Required

unit of 
Physics 
Reqaired

Unit of 
Cham. 
Reqaired

Adhnit
Vith (
Condi tloi

Required
Ent rance

Requires 
'ondition 
i Made up

Exsm. oi 
Screening 
Bxen.

41. 1‘ulane University 
New Orleans, Louisiana 4 3 0 0 Yes No Yes

42. University of Alabama 
nniveralty, Alabama 7 3 0 0 Yes Yes ••

45. Uni varsity of Maska 
Fairbanks, Alaska 5 2^ 1 0 Yes Yes No

44. Univeralty of Arisons 
Tusoon, Arizona 3 3 1 0 No Yes Yes

45. University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, Arkansas 4 21 0 0 Yes No Yes

1
46. University of Cincinnati 

Cincinnati, Ohio 6 21 0 0 No Yes

47. University of Colorado 
Boulder, Colcrado 6 3 1 0 Yes No Yes

48. University of Connecticut 
Storrs, Connecticut 3 3 1 0 No

49. University cf Delaware 
Newark, Delaware 4 3 1 0 No

50. University of Denver 
Denver, Colorado 4 3 1 1 NO

JI

51. University of Florida 
Gainesville, Florida 5 Tse No Yes



TABLE HO. II CONTINUED

Name of Institution

So. of 
3ngr. Je 
$rees 
Offered

Unit of 
Uath 
Heouired

unit of 
Physics 
Reoulred

unit of 
Chem. 
Reaulred

Admit 
•1th 

Condition

Require 
londltion 
Made Tp

Required 
Entrance 
Exam, or 
screening

52. university of Houston 
Houston, Texas 6 3 0 0 fee (o.B No

53. University of Idaho
!'oscow, Idaho 5 • 1 0 fee Yes •••

54. University of Iowa 
Iowa City, lovu 4 0 0 No

55. University of Kansas 
Lawrence, Kansas 9 3 1 0 Yet. Yes

56. University of Maryland 
College Park, Maryland 4 0 0 Yea Yes

57. University of* Uississlppi 
University, Mississippi 3 3 0 1 Yea Yes

68. University of Missouri 
Columbia, Lissouri 5 3 1 0 Yea Yes

59. University of Nebraska 
Unco In, Nebraska 4 3 1 1 Yeti Yes

60. University of Notre Dame 
•‘outh Bend, Indiana 5 3 1 1 Yes Yes Yes

61. uni versit y of Ohio 
Athens, Ohio 1 2 0 0 Yes Yes



TABLE NO. II

Name of Institution

No. of
Kngr. De 
grees 
Offered

Unit of 
Hath 
Required

Unit of 
Physics 
ReouiJ^ed

Unit of 
Chem. 
Required

Admit 
ith

Condition

Require 
Condition 
Made Ud

Required 
Entrance 
Exam, or 
Soreenlnj 5

62. University of Oklahoma 
I'orman, Oklahoma 10 3 1 0 Yes Yes

63. University of Penn. 
Philadelphia, Penn. 5 2 0 0 No Yes

64. University of ^outh. Calif. 
Ix>s Angeles, CaL if. 6 3^ 1 1 Yes Yes

65. University of Texas 
Austin, Texas 7 3 1 1 Yes Yes

66. University of Tulsa 
'Tulsa. Oklahoma 1 2£ 0 0 Yea Yes

67. University of Utah 
Tait Lake City, Utah 7 3 1 0 No

68. University of Vermont 
Burlington, Vermont 3 3 0 0 No

69. University of Virginia 
Charlottesville, «a. 4 4 1 0 Yes Yes

70. University of Washington 
Seattle, Washington 6 3 1 1 Y 8 Yes

71. University of "yomlng 
Laramie, '’Wyoming 6 2^ 1 0 Yes NO Yes

72. Vanderbilt University 
Nashville, Tennessee 4 2^ 0 0 Yes No Yes 8



TABLE NO. Il CONTINUED

Weme of TnRtltiitlon________________

No. of 
Engr. De 
greee 
nrr^red

Units of 
Math 
RequlTed

73. Virginia military Inst. 
Lexington, Virginia 2 3

74. • ayne University 
Detroit, Michigan E 3^

75. Yale University 
New Haven, Conn. 6 3

units of unit of Actal t Require

Required 
Entreaoe 
Exam, or

Physics
Rem

Chem. 
ir* n.

V ith
Conditlor

Condition 
Uad i up

Screening
JUttBU___

0 0 NO No No

1 0 Yes Yea

1 0 No Yea No

£
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various engineering schools are listed, and the following 

tabulation details the totals and averages derived thereof#

T0'L>13 (Units refer to secondary schools units of 
study presented for college admission)

1. Total requiring
a. I.ore than two units of mathematics 66
b. Total requiring only two units of

mathematics 9

2. a. Total requiring physics 39
b. Total not requirinL physics 36

3. a. Total requiring both chemistry and
physics 13

b. Total not requiring both chemistry
and physics 62

4. a. Total will admit with conditions 58
b. Total tht t will not ad .it with

conditions 17

5. a. Total requiring make-up 33
b. Total not requiring make-up 42

6. a. Total offering entrance examinations 32
b. Total not offering entrance examinations 43

PERCEKT^GES

1. Per 
over

cent 
* two

of engineering schools 
units of mathematics

requiring
88

2. Per 
one

cent 
unit

of 
of

engineering schools 
physics

requiring
52

3. Per 
one

cent 
unit

of
of

engineering schools requiring 
each physics and chemistry 17

4. Per 
fuse

cent of engineering schools that re- 
। admittance with "conditions" 22.5

5. Per cent of engineering schools requiring 
"conditions" made-up 57
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6. xer cent of engineering schools offering 
entrance examination 42.6

The significance of the percentages cun best be 

Illustrated graphically in a comparison with the informa

tion regarding secondary school enrollments and curriculum 

offerings as compiled in the two previous chapters.

The graphs (Mgs. 1, 2 & 3) indicate several note

worthy considerations:

1. That although 88 per cent of the engineering 

colleges required over two units of high school mathematics 

for admission only 65 per cent of the high schools offered 

over two units, and only 7 per cent of the students enroll

ed for more than two units.

2. That 52 per cent of the engineering colleges re

quired one unit of high school physics for admission, how

ever, 63 per cent of the secondary schools offered physics 

in the curriculum, yet only 6.27 per cent of the students 

enrolled in the course.

3. That 57 per cent of the secondary schools offer 

both chemistry and physics, but only 17 per cent of the 

engineering schools require both.
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FIGIBK HQ. II

This figure ahow the per cent of the nation's engineering collegea
requiring one unit of aeoondary school physio a for admiaaion as compered 
to the per cent of the nation*a secondary schools offering one unit- of 
physics aid the per cent of the nation’s seoondury school pupils taking 
physics.

1. Engineering colleges 
K requiring one unit 

of physics for
____________

2. Secondary schoola 
offering one unit 
of physica

3. Secondary school 
students taking one 
unit of physics
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The comparisons of this chapter between engineering 

school requirements, secondary school curriculums, and 

student enrollments in relation to secondary school mathe

matics and natural sciences, were evidence pointing to a 

luck of coordination between hl^i schools and engineering 

colleges.

•there student er.rollment was concerned the fact 

that engineering attracts a relatively small number of the 

total high school students is a factor that possibly ac

counted for the small enrollments in mathematics and the 

physical sciences, whether any of the majority, that did 

not take chemistry, physics, or over tiao units of high 

school mathematics, later applied for admission to engineer

lag schools will be discussed in the following chapter.



GHAPTEil V

TI1E ENGINEERING EDUCAruRS ST^m.EiiIS 
AiW SUGGESTIONS

In order to ascertain, as nearly as possible, (1) 

the approximate relationship of total college enrollments 

to engineering college enrollments (2) the relationship 

us to academic success between students entering with 

conditions In mathematics und the physical sciences, and 

those that met the existing requirements and (3) to ob

tain some concensus of opinion regarding means to decrease 

the high percentage of failures In engineering schools, a 

questionnaire form (See appendix 13) was mailed to the deans 

of the school of engineering of each of the seventy-five 

colleges used as a representative sampling In the previous 

chapter.

absolute, concrete, information and statistics was 

neither the purpose nor the result by the utilization of 

such a questionnaire but rather the accumulation of a 

sampling of trends, opinions, and suggestions relative to 

engineering education. Such Information was received 

from various types of Institutions of higher learning all 

over the United States, and not only represented the pre

vailing policies and conditions at each Institution, but 

set forth remedial suggestions by leading professional
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educators in the engineering field.

The reactions to the questionnaire form were sur- 

jrising indeed, for 61 per cent of the deans replied al

most immediately, and with so tie degree of enthusiasm. 

Many, in fact, enclosed personal letters on the subject; 

of which about one third were constructive, and the other 

two thirds somewhat vehemenent and critical in regard to 

the high school standards of efficiency, in view of the 

infinite variety of requirements, standards, and policies, 

among the many different institutions at least fifty per 

cent of the questionnaire forms word not filled out in 

full, in fact a number substituted a letter for the form. 

Sufficient Information was obtained, however, to form the 

desired overall picture.

For the findings of the questionnaire forma refer 

to Table No. III.

The totals of the Information received on the 

questionnaire forms were as follows. (Received from 46 

institutions).

1. Total student enrollment 329,146

2. Total student enrollment in engineering 73,100

3. Of the 29 per cent answering as to what 
per cent of the engineering students were



TABLE 10. Ill 
OUeSTIOmiAIRK REPLIES FROM THE 

ENGINEERING COLLEGES 
(Consult Appendix B for questionnaire 
information pertaining to numbers in oolixnns)

Institution 1 2 _4__ 5 6_____-7____ _a_____ ___ 2_____

California Institute 
of 

Technology 800 800 0 0 Inc reai <p to 
H

 W
 

______
e Col.

Caee School 
of

Applied Science 1287 1287 0 0 •• Increase
1 - b
2 - a Both

Columbia 
University ** **

Remain 
Same W— H.S.

Dartmouth 
College 2,800 120 0

slightly 
Han.ll- 
Cspped MB

Remain 
Sene

1 - e
2 - a
3 - f Both

Worj and Henry 
University

479 125 10 10

Sligit 
Handi
capped

Below 
Average

Remain 
Same

i 
i 

•
H

 N
 tQ Both

Georgia School 
of 

Technology 4,56ti 4,555 0 34 Inorease

1 - a
2 - d
3 - f Both

Havorfcrd Colle .'.e 70 •• ooms ew* *«B

Iowa State 
College

9,200 4,000 35%

slightly
Handi
capped

Below 
Average Increase

1 - e

Col.

Lehigh 
University

2,723 1,817 .6% Normally Average ** G
*t

O
H

 
i i i H.S.



TABLK NO. Ill CONTINUED

i 2 3 4 B 6 _____1_______ a_____ _____ fi___

Maes. Institute 
of Teoh. 6,172 4,042 0 0 Increase 1 - a Both

Ohio ststo 
Collogs

24,876 4,396 20 0

Sligitl; 
Handi
capped

Below 
Average Increase

1 - b
2 - a 
3-d Both

Oklahoma 
A * M

10,000 2,634 90 2b
Greatly
Retarde<

Below 
, Average Increase

1 - a
2 - d
3 - b Both

Mow York 
Uhiroraity

45,000 3,000 0 5 Increase

I 
1 

1

H N tO Both

Oregon State 
College

7,165 1,661 0 8 wee wee

Remain 
Same

1 - f
2 - d
3 - e Both

Pratt Institute 
of 

Toohnology 2,200 700 0 10 Normal!;
Below 

r Average Increase

1 - b
2 - a
3 - f Both

Princeton 
University

3,500 600 0 0 «»e» •w
Remain 
Same

1 - b
2 - a
3 - f Both

Purdue 
University 11,320 6,801 0 0 W ww Increase

1 - a
2 - b Both

Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute •• 0 •w ww 1 - f ww

Southern Methodist 
University 6,736 782 27 35 •• Increase

1 -f 
2 - a Both
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1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9

Stanford 
University

7,000 1,076 16 6

Elightl;
Handi
capped

r
Below
Average

‘Remain 
amne

1 - a
2 - d
3 - f Both

Texas 
A k ¥ 
College 8,623 4,700 6 30

Greatly 
Retarded

Below
Average

Remain 
Same

1 - a
2 - b 
3-d H.S.

Texas
Technologic al 
College 6,366 1,766 30 *»*»

subtly 
Handi
capped

Belov 
Average

Remain 
Same

1 - b
2 - d
3 - f H.S.

The Catholic University 
of

America 3,700 824 0 0 Increase

1 - a
2 - b
3 - f H.S.

The Carnegie 
Institute of 
Technology 3.427 2,133 0 0 Nomally Average

1 - b
2 - a
3 - f Both

University 
of 

Alabama 8,624 1,573 30 80

subtly 
Handl- 
capped Average

Remain 
Same

1 - a
2 - f
3 - b Both

University 
of 

Alaska 354 131 90 IE
Greatly 
Retarded

Belov 
Average Increase

W
M X> 

1 
1 

1 

H
 G

J tO Both

University 
of 

Arisons 4,600 740 0 0 *ee

1 - b
2 - e
3 - a

University of 
Arkansas 4,400 933 10 60

Greatly 
Retarded

Belov 
Average Increase

1 - b
2 - d Both
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Univerelty of 
Oonneticnt 6,697 1,400 5

Greatly 
Retarded

Below 
Average Increase

1 - a
2 - f Both

University 
of 

Idaho 3,460 669 3b 8 Average
Remain 
Sene

1 - a
2 - b
3 - f Both

university 
of

Iowa 10,300 630 — — ■■ ** Increase

1 - d
2 - e
3 - f Col.

university 
of 

Kansas 9,004 2,190 33-] /3 - Normall; r Averagi
Remain 

। Same

1 - a
2 - f
3 - b H.S.

University of 
■ieeissippi 2,800 200 2 26

Greatly 
Retards

Below 
I Average Increase •w Both

University 
of

Missouri 10,378 1,546 10 50

Ellgitly 
Baxadl- 
oapped Averagi

Remain
i Same

1 - f
2 - a
3 - e Both

University of 
Mehrs ska 9,500 1,580 •*e •• OB* **

1 - b
2 - a Both

University 
of 

Notre Dame 4,500 1,084 5

i-li^i tl; 
Handi
capped

r

Averagi i Increase

1 - a
2 - f
3 - b Both

University of Oklahoma REGS IVED IETT BUT NO INFOCUmT: ON

University of 
Pennsylvania 6,900 595 0 am*

Remain 
same 1 - b Both
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1 w b 6 7 8 9

OHlverslt. 
of 

Colorado 7,6QU ..,271 40 IO

llrtitl, 
liaDtll- 
oapped

Telcw 
verege

Nonin 
eiae we Both

Oalvorelty 
Texas

of
17,20, 2,LC. 1 w»

i’re'*tly 
Retarded

Below 
'verofte lDcrenB< 1 - b 3*k

□niwerakLy 
of 

Oklaboea 4,000 ^70 10 7.L

1144»tly 
Haxidl- 
eoppml ' ver age InoreatH

i I l
H

 C
J r. doth

riel ver a Lt 
ntali

O-*
8,6^ l,lu4 0 eeee •• We

Nanin 
aae

1 - • 
: - f Both

Halverelty 
" a«hlru:U>n

of
10,900 :.,iou 0 ww

^reubljr 
ietarded •* VW r:

 h
 

1 t o*
 e Both

ytelverelfcy 
of 

ttyeelx^r 3,000 T?Q to 10

Wtitly 
Handl- 
capped Average Inereaae

a n<-e
 

I i 
i 

H
 c: fj Both

Vlr.^lnxe 
villtary 
Itietltute 788 431 0 ew we w*

• M
 JD 

1 
1 

1 

H
 
CS1

••

Tale 
Otolverelty

L,4^ 1,062 Wae •ea
nreutly 
Retarded Below 

verega Inereea

a jo m
 

i 
• 

• 

______
a___

doth

4
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admitted with "conditlone" the ex
tremes were from .5^ to 90>. The 
average percentage taking engineer
ing with high school deficiencies was 25.5

4. Of the 23 per cent answering as to what 
per cent of the failures in engineer
ing school can be attributed to defi
ciencies in secondary schools the ex
tremes were from 5>» to 50,6. The average 
percentage of failures due to higi school 
deficiencies was 20.6

(Note on Table 111 Column 3 and 4 the 
lack of uniformity among the institu
tions as to the number of failures due 
to lack of high school preparation)

5. As to the effects of high school defi
ciencies in mathematics and the physical 
sciences upon progress in engineering 
school, of the 33-1/3 per cent of the 
deans reporting the results were as 
follows:

A. Normally 16/a
B. Slightly handicapped 48^
C. Greatly retarded 36^

6. JiS to the relationship between
academic success in engineering school 
and high school deficiencies in math
ematics and science, 32 per cent re
porting; the students admitted with 
"conditions" receive grades that are:

a. ...bove average 0>
B. Average 37>
C. Below Average 63^

7. As to the future for academic admission
recuirements for engineering schools, of 
the 49 per cent that expressed an opinion 
the percentages were as follows:

Keauirements will Increase 62?>
B. Remain Same 38^
C. Decrease 0>>
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8. The saggestlons represented In tl.e 
questionnaire form as being the most 
beneficial to the problem were as 
follows:

'i. Improved guidance in high schools.

B. Increasing the mathematic requirement for a high 
school diploma

C. Lowering admission requirements for engineering 
schools.

u. Establishment of a pre-engineering hi^i school 
program.

E. Utilization of the five year college engineering 
program modified to absorb the secondary school 
admissions.

F. A screen!.g process, based on aptitude tests, 
;rlor to admission to the school of engineering.

G. i'he results based upon the opinions of the engineer
ing school deans appear below.

(42 replies to the question)

Per cent favored a. Improved guidance 52
for 1st place b. Increasing math req. 28

c. Lowering admission req. 0
d. Pre-engr. program 02
e. Eive year program 5
f. Screening process 13

(3C replies)

Per cent favored a. Improved guidance 29
for 2nd place b. Increasing math req. 25

c. Lowering admission req. 0
d. Pre-engr. program 17.
e. .oive year program 8
f. Screening process 21

(28 replies)

Per cent favored a. Improved guidance 08
for 3rd place b. Increasing math req. 19
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c. Lowerinc admission req. 0
d. ire-engr. program 08
e. Kive year program 10
f. Joreei 1: g process 55

from the tabulation of the results it was obvious that (a) 
was overwhelmingly favored, with (b) as second-best and (f) 
as third. Thus remedial me.sui-os endorsed by engineering 
school educators in decreasing order of their Importance 
were:

(1) Improved guidance in hi^i schools

(2) Increasing of the mathematics requirements for a 
hi^i school diploma

(0) a screening process, based upon aptitude tests, 
prior to admission to the school of engineering.

9. to determining the responsibility for this problem, 
the opinion of the engineering college deans were as 
follows: (41 replies)

a. College 07
b. secondary schools 14
c. Both 79

10. As to departmental sectlonalizatlon of classes on a 
basis of placement tests, that information was ob
tained at the request of the Director of the School 
of engineering at the University of liouston 1J46-47, 
for his personal file in connection with the re
sponsibilities of his office. It had no particular 
connection with this study, however, it was found 
that 38 per cent of the engineering schools sectlon- 
allze classes.

11. In regard to sug,estlons for obtaining a higher per
centage of successful candidates in engineering school 
without lowering the standards for ad:..lsslon, the op
inions, suggestions, criticisms and accusations, were 
plentiful, ihe letters and quotations, however, were 
in a measure the personal opinions of the various 
educators, and to preserve the Integrity of the insti
tution which they represented both the name of the 
writer and the institution must be withheld.
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The following quotations ure excerpts from the let
ters und notes received from the vu.lous engineering 
school deans as supplements to the questionnaire fori-, 
unly a few uf the most pointed and interesting por
tions of so e of the letters are represented and they 
will be referred to by a "case number".

Case -'O. 1. ".ie have Increased our entrance mathematics 
requirements to Include trigonometry, so the 
student i.ust present 1£ years of algebra - 
1 year plane geometry - $ year each of solid 
geometry and trigonometry. Cne year each of 
physics and chemistry is also required. *e 
find that if no exceptions are made in these 
mathematics and science requirements, and 
with the selection we have to make because 
of tne nui.iber of applicants, tlmt the men 
as a whole do exceptionally well, Tr.ere 
are failures, of course, but as a group the 
sections make a very excellent showing."

Case ho. 2 "Use five year program which has operated 
vorj cutisfactorily at  for 75 years.”

Case ho. 15 "Some method must be devised whereby students 
who wish to enter engineering may be brought 
to a common acceptable level of achievement. 
1 think that some kind of a pre-en.-ineering 
year, plus, possibly, some kind of an apti
tude and Interest test would be very helpful."

Case ho. 4 "how th t 80^ of our hl;h school students 
are not interested in college, the remaining 
20/e who want to go to college have become 
very much ”the forgotten pupils”, uur high 
schools are no longer providing an education 
for their talented students who are able and 
anxious to subject themselves to the severe 
discipline of honest to goodness intellec
tual effort, nigh school courses have been 
diluted to satisfy the parents of the me
dian high school pupil. Accordingly a very 
heavy bur en rests on our high schools to 
introduce real college preparatory work in 
the hi h school. A;ny preparatory schools 
in order to survive are taking individuals 
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who ure not able to 30 even the work of a 
mediocre hit'll school. A few preparatory 
schools are providing a thorough education 
for truly able college preparatory pupils. 
If the public hlch schools are no longer 
going to be wllllnL, at tax payers’ expense, 
to provide adequate preparation for college 
work, then parents are goinG to have to 
provide ti^at training elsewhere, li.e college 
11 not the place for this training. Perhaps 
parents who wish to send their sons and 
daughters to college will again have to resort 
to the private academy. It is not the re
sponsibility of the college to give prepara
tory school work.

1 suggest that even thou.h you may not be 
able to Impose an adequate screening process 
at tho point of admission at talc tlc.e, at 
least yo* could require certain exaainatlons 
and tests to be taken by fresl;men imaiediately 
after their arrival in the university and in 
a few years’ time you would develop correla
tions between the results of such tests and 
success in the first yeer in the college of 
englnecrlrig. having demonstrated that you 
had an adequate '’testing'’ program for dis
covering who would succeed, it might be pos
sible to start selection students for admission 
on the basis of such a tests. The raising of 
entrance requirements in 4iallty would need 
to be done gradually, if a political situation 
exists. If for example LO,- of the students of 
the college of engineering are showing them
selves to bo unsuccessful in their first year, 
then the lower 20>v of the 50/v could be screeded 
out so that 60/« would bo successful and 40/p only 
would be failures. A few years later the per
centage could ->e reduced to 30,. and so on to 
the point Wi.ere the precentuge of fail ires was 
considered to be a resLonuulo figure within 
the realms of human ability to select and pre
dict in advance.'*

Case No. 5 "Strict adherence to admissions requirements 
in English, mathematics and physics and per- 



aonul Interview of every applicant with re
presentative of admissions ofilceew

63

Case I<o. 6 "Get belter cooperation from high schools in 
meeting their obligations towerds pre- 
engineering students.n

Case -<o. 7 ’’ft.is is a tough problem, iendencles of mo
dern education are more and more away from 
the old fundann ntals of "reading, uriting, 
and arithmetic". .«e must appreciate however 
th-.t tnc percentage of high school graduates 
taking up engineering is rusher :niall. Per
sonally, 1 feel that one year of high school 
algebra and one year of plane geometry should 
be the minimum mathematics reeuiren-ents for 
all s hool graduates. .e get some (and 
from large city schools, too) without even 
the algebra, let alone the plane geometry."

Case ho. 8 "Procedure at this Institution reasonably 
satisfactory. 1. students must . eet en
trance requirements of 1?? years algebra and 
one year geometry, otherwise they must earn 
such credit before admission to engineering 
school. 2. Regardless of high school re
cord a placement examination in math is re
quired. now ranking students are required to 
take review or refreshei' math during which 
time they are in the lower division of the 
college and not in the Gchool of hngr, as 
soon as math deficiencies are completed and 
if a satisfactory G.?.... has been earned, 
the students :.-uy transfer into engr. Cur 
ef.orts to influence secondary schools and 
provide guidance have been unsuccessful."

Case Ko. 9 "  has made it a policy lor many years not to 
admit people with conditio s. This practice 
was made more rigid during the past two years, 
in checking with our Rirector of Adulssions 
1 fin.I that out of more than 2,000 freshmen, 
not one was ad...it ted with a condition. Fur
thermore, a out 7/8 of those admitted are in 
the upper t.ir-1 of their secondary school 
graduating class. Thus, the problem you have 
mentlonc" does not effect us very seriously."
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Case

Case

Case

Case

Case

»ase

I*o. 10 "In addition to the usual criteria, especially 
class standine, ..e use tests to determine 
the altitude and aci.leverr.ent of applicants, 
iefresher courses providing for a review of 
mathematics and the sciences have been ex
tremely useful. The fact that we have prac
tically no attrition is due, in considerable 
part, to the background w' Ich students obtain 
in these courses."

*.o. 11 "xroper vocational and educational guidance 
in high schools. Lany students entering 
engineering schools do not understand that 
success requires hlf^i aptitude in mathematics."

i.o. 12 "The answer to 8 is based on my idea of the 
ideal situation. However, I loubt whether 
the hifii schools can be Influenced to any ex
tent us less than half their graduates go on 
to college. I think the practical solution 
Is a screening process prior to ad. isclon to 
the school of engineering. The difficulty 
with this solution, us 1 see it, lies in 
the development of a reliable screen, 1 have 
known enough highly successful engineers who 
arc not partlculury good In mathematics to 
feel that that is not the sole criterion, 
although it is becoming increasingly important."

ho. 13 "Exclude lower half of nigh school graduating 
class."

i<o. 14 r’-*t , we have an acute adi.ilscion problem
as do all other einlneering colleges through
out the country at this time. For the 200 
places available in the 1946 fall semester 
in the college of engineering and science 
under the limited enrollment system, we made 
selections am. ne nore than 7,000 applicant. 
In so ’oirg, we used the results of place- 
m nt tests, letters of recommendation, and 
preparatory school records as the basis 
for selection."

ho. 15 "In i-y o inion 8 (a) (Improved guidance in 
high school) is the most needed of all the
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Improvements suggested• In 32 years of 
teaching experience, dealing ..1th students 
entering colleges of engineering from the 
various secondary schools, I am convinced 
that there is practically no effective 
guidance functioning in the secondary schools, 
since any effort on the part of colleges of 
engineering either to advise or to suggest 
plans would be interpreted by secondary 
school principals and superintendents us 
unwarranted interference by bhe institutions 
of higher education. It is a crying shame 
that tl.e graduates of i.irh schools are 
turned loose with neither training nor 
advice to qualify the:, either for their 
life work or for entrance to colleges for 
technic:! and professional training.

Under item 11, I request for suggestions) 
all high school students wno signify their 
intention to enter pre-professlonal or tech
nical schools should be required to in
clude in their fourth year work one unit 
of angllsh composition, one unit of re
view mathematics, principally a.ithmetic 
and algebra, and one unit of physics. 
...^h a requirement cannot prove a handicap 
to those who do not enter college, and would 
materially decrease the wastage among those 
who do.”

Case oo. 16 "*e are faced with the same situation you 
are.. ..e iiuve 474 freslmien and we have a very 
high j>ercentage of failures in mathematics 
as well as other freshman .orlp -any of 
these freshmen should not be in college at 
all. *e give three tests, and students who 
are in the fourth or fifth quintiles sel
dom remain in college. They either with
draw or are dropped, i doubt if we graduate 
more than 15^> of those entering us freshmen, 

vur requirement for entrance should be 
increase]; better, we should have a different 
standard th..n one and one-half units of 
xilgebra. la^t means a .thing because the 
high schools today do not require real study. 

It would be much better to keep students 
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out of engineering than fail them out. There 
seems to be no other way to convince them 
that they should not take engineering except 
to full them and drop them out. All air 
corps men w.- nt Mechanical Engineering or 
Aeronautical Engineering. Aot 50^ of either 
have any business In engineering.

I recommend to mathematics teachers thct 
they make mathematics courses stiff for 
engineers end fall them early In the course. 
There is less disappointment If they are 
failed early."

Case ho. 17 ".ie need better guidance, to be sure, but 
Is there any hope to getting Itv as long 
as we let professional educators lay down the 
luw that mathematics has no value In educa
tion, there Is only one thing we can do: 
lake the students where we find them and 
do the best we can for them."

Case ho. 1C "In ray opinion the student’s progress or 
lack of it Is not because of the fact he 
entered with Insufficient high school 
mathematics, but rather because he does not 
have the aptitude for engineering. Many of 
those who come with Insufficient entrance 
preparation in mathematics become some of 
the best students.

1, therefore, feel that you cannot say 
categorically that lack of training in 
mathematics in high school is or is not 
the reason for failure."

Case i^o. 1J "The  has had eight years experience with 
.he use of placement or preregistration tests 
in the general academic field In mathematics, 
English, physics and chemitry. as a result 
of this experience it has been possible to 
segregate students with defective preparation 
and start their educational program at 
different levels. For example, there are 
three levels at wl.ich a student may start the 
study of mathematics In the engineering 
college. If a student starts at the lowest 
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level he receives no academic credit toward 
a degree, if he starts at the second level 
he receives partial credit. If he starts at 
the high level he receives full credit. The 
experience at tiie university of  indicates 
that taese placement test in mathematics are 
more valid evidence of preparation than the 
number of points earned in high school. Some 
very excellent students in mathematics are 
obliged to start at the low level because of 
not having had the opportunity of studying 
mathematics at that level during their 
high school career, a student wno has the 
maximum high school points and then scores 
low in the preregistration tests is a very 
poor risk.”

Case xiO. 20 "careful screening of candidates ap;jeurs to 
be the most practical solution. Formation of 
special pre-engineering groups in high school 
appears to be a promising solution, also."

Case ho. 21 ".»t this University the vast majority of our
engineering students had better than average 
high school records because of stiffened en
trance requirements, maintaining stiff en
trance requirements will be a great help to 
you, I’m sure. Information of this kind gets 
around and is soon reflected In the attitude 
of the high schools.”

Case No. 22 "The college courses in math, chemistry, and 
physics, are used at the present time to 
screen tne beginning engineering students, 
.ihile this is an efficient screening process, 
It adds to the load In the service courses 
for the eiigineerii>g college, and it would 
be better if much of this screening could be 
done as suggested in paragraph 8 (f)." (Screen
ing based on aptitude tests.)

Case ho. 23 "It is an old question - Not improved by fads 
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and fancies of "professional” educationists 
which tend to place more emphasis upon the 
techniques of pedagogy than upon sound 
mastery of the subject matter being taught.”

Case i.o. 24 "I believe timt higher Institutions should 
forsee that swing to applied courses In 
high school, and should encourage it; that 
they should find out Just what Items of 
mathematics and science are essential In 
the pursuit of college courses and find 
ways of supplying the needed training in 
those Items to promising students whose 
schooling has not Included It. I believe 
that six or eight hours of college algebra 
and analytical geometry, and a similar 
amount of college physics, following the 
applied courses of the high school, would 
take care of It."

Case i<o. 25 "To obt In a higher percentage of successful 
candidates in colleges of engineering, take 
only those who can meet adequate requirements 
for success in college. Tills means temporarily 
at le:st, a reduction in the number of engineer
ing students in any ven college of engineer
ing where It has been easy to got In but 
hard to stay. Whether such a stiffening of 
of requirements la politically feasible or 
not In state and municipal colleges and 
universities, .1 do not know. The University 
of Wisconsin undertook to meet the political 
situation by creating a "General College" to 
which they admit those high school graduates 
whom they feel to be below the necessary 
requirements for success In one of the 
regular high standard divisions of the insti
tutions. Their constituents have not yet, I 
believe, taken to writing to state legisla
tors protesting admlsslo . to the General 
C liege as over against admission to a 
regular high standard division of the Univer
sity."
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The consequential teatures of tue ques;ionnaire 

findings concerned the fact that nearly a quarter of col

lege enrollments were in engineering, and that of those 

enrolled in engineering exactly one quarter of them were 

admitted with "conditions'* in mathematics and the physical 

sciences. It was further found that approximately 20 per 

cent of the failures in engineering schools were listed 

as due to lack of high school preparation in the same sub

jects.

Students admitted with -ondltlons progressed "slight

ly handicapped" and received grades below the average.

It was the opinion of C2 per cent of the engineer

ing college deans that admission reaulrements for engineer

ing schools would Increase in the future, and 79 per cent 

of the deans expressed the opinion that it was the joint 

responsibility of the secondary school and college to make 

adjustments to meet the situation.

Furthermore, it w s the professional decision of 

the engineering educators tin t the three moat effective 

means for dbtuining a higher percentage of successful 

candidates in engineering school, without lowering the 

standards for admission, were (1) Improved guidance for 

high school students; (2) Raising the mathematics
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requirements for a hlf)i school diploma; and (3) screen

ing process, based upon aptitude tests, prior to admission 

to a school of engineering.

Letters and subscripts received in connection with 

the questionnaire fom from the v rious engineering pro

fessors, though somewhat subjective end heterogeneous, 

generally expressed several sentiments in common. They 

berated secondary school standards of instruction, they 

complained of the lack of effective counseling and 

guidance In the high schools, they expressed the desire 

for coordination between high schools and colleges, and 

they felt that examinations as a screen process, coupled 

with Inflexible admission requirements relative to hi$i 

school achievements, would be the Ideal arrangement.
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Since X900 engineering educators have been con

cerned over the appaXXlng per cent of fallurea in engineer

ing schools, and studies of the situation since that 

time produced evidence that approximately 60 per cent of 

entering freshmen in engineering fail to graduate. The 

researchers came to further conclusions as to causations 

and basis for measures to decrease the rate of failure 

by displaying records that established u definite correla

tion between success In engineering sclx)ol end previous 

secondary school academic achievements.

Although they professed to no medium, tnrough which 

a prognosis of success in engineering school could be made, 

had been empirically determined, the general opinions, as 

well as statistical proof, displayed several measures as 

fairly successful. 6uch as:

1. Academic secondary school achievement.

2. Achievement tests prior to college admission.

3. nigh school preparation la such subjects as 
mathematics, physics, chemistry, and manual 
training.

4. Personal interviews.



There was some dlsox'epancy In the x*esult8 of the 

studies; in fact, the eoefflolent of correlation between 

success In engineering school and hi^i school preparation 
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ranged everywhere from 0 to 40,84. The educators were In 

conformity in a general plea for greater cooperation between 

secondary schoo s and colleges.

The humanitarian philosophy of education, with the 

emphasis on a more general program, was studied by several 

In relation to the problem; and particularly the post war 

authors (V.orld Tar 11) stressed Individual characteristics 

as a preferable measure over both aptitude test scores 

and secondary school records as a basis fcr admission to 

engineering college.

This study, employing the United Ltates Department 

of Interior Bulletin No. 6 and a questionnaire form (see 

Appendix A) sent to the directors of public instruction 

of each of the forty-eight states, disclosed that over 

one third of the secondary schools In the United States 

do not offer over two units of mathematics In the cur

ricula. The same was true with respect to chemistry and 

physics, and the truly unfortunate aspect of the situa

tion involved statistics proving that less than 10 per 

cent of the high school students were enrolling in such
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courses.

It was found that 88 per cent of the colleges re

quire a student to have over two units of high school 

mathematics, b2 per cent require one unit of secondary 

school physics, and 17 per cent require a unit each of 

secondary school physics and chemistry, for admission. 

In addition, 22,L per cent of the engineering schools re

fuse to admit students with "conditions'1 (less than 

three units of mathematics and usually one unit of physics), 

and 42,6 per cent require a student to pass an entrance 

examination in those subjects prior to admission. Also, 

b7 per cent require that conditions be made up before a 

student can receive full standing in the school of engineer

ing, The facts concerning admission requirements when 

compered to the statistics covering high school curricula 

offerings and student enrollment directed attention to 

an anomaly between student preparation and onglneerlng 

college requirements for admission.

"hereas 88 per cent of the co.leges required over 

two units of secondary school education, only 7 per cent 

of the high school stud nts were so prepared; and, but 54 

per cent of th; secondary schoo:s of the United states 

offer facilities for such Reparation, although 6c pnr cent
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of the nations engineerinff schools require one unit of 

hich school physics for admission only 6.27 per cent of 

the students took the course, 63 per cent of the second

ary schools, however, did offer the course. In the case 

of both physics and chnaistry, only 17 per cent of the 

enr^ln^erin^ colleges req aired a unit of each from second

ary schools and t7 per cant of the hirli cchools included 

both in th* curricula. Data proving what percentage of 

the hi-Th school stud nts take both courses wore unavail

able, ho*over, on a basis of enrollment in physics and 

mathematics it would be safe to estimate that loss than 

c per cent enroll in both of tlie physical science courses.

Considering that the primary purpose of the high 

school is not to train young people sps ciflcully for 

college entrance such facts and figures would not be 

significant, except that further investigation brought 

additional relevant information to light.

Ti>e questionnaire form sent to the <leans of seventy- 

five enaineerln,? colleges revealed components related to 

the previous research in that it produced evidence to the 

effect thit the previously discussed discrepancy betw-en 

high school preparation and engineering school requirements 

was of considerable ixaportance.



For one thing, of 329,146 college students dis

tributed all over the nation in the fall of 1946, ex

actly 22 per cent were enrolled in an engineering 

course. That is even more significant involves the per

centage which were admitted with "conditions" in mathe

matics and the physical sciences - 25,2 per cent as an 

overall nationwide average. In one institution 90 per 

cent of the students had been admitted with such "condi

tions" . The engineering deans, again as an average, 

estimated that over 2u per cent of the failures in 

engineering school could be attributed to the lack of 

high school training in those same subjects, and, due to 

the large number of veterans taking up engineering, many 

applicants were being turned away because of their in

ability to pass stiffened entrance examinations. At 

Carnegie Institute of Technology, for example, as previous

ly reported, of 7,000 applicants, only 200 were accepted 

for matriculation, strict adherence to admission re

quirement received much emphasis as a result.

The concensus of opinion of the engineering educa

tors, in relation to the problem, was that students ad- 

m-tted with conditions progressed under a slight handi

cap, and as a whole, received grades that were below the
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average.

They felt that tho problem was the responsibility 

of both th" hi"h school and college administrations, but 

their condemnation of the quality of secondary school 

Instruction ns aliuoat unanimous us r;ell as derisive.

The recommendations for obtaining a higher per

centage of successful candidates for engineering schools 

are listol in order of their decreasing popularity.

1. Improved guidance in high schools

2. Increasin'? th'  mathematics requirements for a 
high school diploma.

1

7. A screening process, based on aptitude tests, 
prior to admission to an engineering school.

They agreed the problem was of irameHate impor

tance, and e.xpressed tlio opinion that, in the future, 

admission requirements for engineering schools would be

come even more rigid and e.xacting.

B. COhCLULlONb

The national economy, such as it is, indirectly 

dictates the educational policies of the nation to the 

extent that secondary schools function as an entity, and 

though many offer what is known as a college preparatory 

course, their primary responsibility is to educate the
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average pupil to go out Into society endowed with de

mocratic principles and to become an economic and cul

tural asset to his, or her, community. Under such con

ditions It woild be highly Illogical to even attempt to 

advise that the high school curriculum be modified to 

correspond to the future on an occasional engineering 

student.

The conclusions based upon the study are as 

follows:

1. The fact that 86 per cent of the schools of 

engineering In the United States required over two units 

of secondary school mathematics for admission In c on- 

parlson to the fact that only 7 per cent of the high 

school students take the advanced math'Hnatlcs courses, 

coupled with a similar situation with regard to the 

physical sciences, was indicative of the existence of

a serious dlscrepany between the general admission re

quirements in engineering schools and the enrollment In 

mathematics and natural sciences In high school. This 

is particularly noteworthy In the light of the fact 

that 22 per cent of college students at present are en

rolling In engineering.

2. The fact that 2o per cent of those enrolled 
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in engineering schools are "conditions 1” in mathematics 

and the physical science points to a lack of any effec

tive counseling In the public schools. Considering the 

very small percentage of hxgh school students that en

ter engineering, and with 7 per cent of the high school 

students taking advanced mathematics and 6 per cent tak

ing physics, such percentages would amply furnish engineer

ing schools with qualified apj llcants if cooperation ex

isted between the two educational levels. Cooperation 

to assure that those individuals enrolled In such courses 

were the same Individuals to later enter engineering 

college.

In this connection It was the opinion of many of 

the engineering educators that the public school admini

strators welcomed neither advice or suggestion from the 

colleges.

3. The reports Indicating that only 64 per cent 

of the Nation’s secondary schools offer sufficient mathe

matics to meet the demand of engineering show that many 

students never have an opportunity to prepare for an 

engineering education. All of vtilch was further implica

tion of the failure of the public schools In their ob- 

ligat ion to the student that may desire an engineering
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college educaclon. Therefore the secondary school 

must Inevitably face the issue that college preparation 

is becoming an ever increasing responsibility, and take 

the necessary steps to provide both guidance and faci

lities to prepare students for later specialised train

ing.

4. Information received from 64 engineering 

schools approximated that over 20 per cent of the fail

ures in engineering schools are due to a lack of high 

school preparation in the aforementioned subjects, that 

students with conditions both progress and receive grades 

that are below average, and yet admission requirements 

for engineering schools would progress in the future. 

Such a condition formulates the conclusion that engineer

ing schools put their admission standards on a more 

inflexible and selective basis which will subsequently 

exclude the large percentage of unqualified applicants. 

Possibly seeming unjust, but obviously a step in the 

direction that would materially decrease the present 

percentage of failures.

C. RKCOM'.KNDATIONS

The conclusions of this study open the way to a 
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number of remedial suggestions pertinent to the reduc

tion of excessive failures among students in engineer

ing college. It is conceded that part of the recommen

dations have been recognized as almost a necessity for 

some time by many educators, and consequently are 

gradually becoming a reality. Two of them, however, 

raise a controversial issue between engineering educa

tors and professional public school administrators; 

the former supporting speciallied training, and the 

latter generally adopting the broad fields philosophy. 

The facts brought forth by this study justify Che 

following i^eccuKuendations irregardless of whether or 

not they are in accordance with the views and opinions 

of all educators or laymen before whom they may appear.

1. The engineering colleges put their admission 

requirements on a standardized and strictly rigid basis, 

admitting only those ap, llcants that have prepared them

selves in secondary school to meet the requirements.

2. The high schools implement a more operative 

guidance program enabling students to better prepare 

themselves in the event they wish to attend college. 

The cumulative records of students being forwarded to 

the college to assist the college counseling organixa-
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tion In it's responsibility to tho student,

3. The high schools provide for courses and 

facilities allowing students to specialise for prepara

tion toward a definite college course,

4, The engineering colleges organize a committee 

to make a study of the various aptitude and achievement 

tests, and select and adapt the best possible series of 

tests that the engineering colleges could use for selec

tive entrance examinations.

6. The engineering school administrators mxght 

well pause, though amidst a period of rapid technical 

and scientific development, and begin to accept the 

fact that they are training humans for life in a mo

dern democratic society, as well as professional 

engineers, and thus attempt to understand and cooperate 

with the humanistic philosophers and public school 

administrators,

D. i>[JGGB.srED PROBLEMS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

1, A study should be made to determine if the 

engineering schools are justified relative to their 

standards for admission, particularly with respect to 

mathematics and the physical sciences.
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2. A study should be made to define an effec

tive program for liason between secondary school guid

ance facilities and engineering school counseling ser

vices.

3. A study should be made of specialization In 

the secondary school curriculum In order to determine 

It’s effect upon the general knowledge and ability of 

the average high school graduate.
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engineering Department 
The Uhl versit y of Houston 
Houston, Texas 
November 2b, 1946

State Superintendent of Schools

Dear Sir:

V'ith the present influx of students into engineering 
schools, and with the liklihood of an increase in the 
future, this department is faced with a probelu that 
directly involves secondary school education.

Ve have a great many aspirants in the Schools of 
Engineering who are unqualified, on a basis of secondary 
school preparation in Mathematics and Physics, to Pursue 
a course in Engineering.

In this connection we are attempting to establish a 
criterion to test the justification of the present admission 
requirements of School of ‘Engineering.

Part of the necessary information involves the answers 
which your office can supply on the enclosed questionnaire. 
Your cooperation in this matter will be appreciated and it 
is hoped that this Inquiry will not be too great an inconvenience.

Thank you.

Yours Very truly

Approved by:

M. L. Ray, Director 
School of Engineering

E. McMillin 
Engineering Department
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Date 

STATE

Name

1. Vhat la the total number of aecondury schools 
in your state system (inclusive of public,
private, accredited and non-accredited)?  

2. 7."hat is i.ho total enrollment at present in
these schools? 

3, "hat je r cent of these schools do not offer 
more than two units of oathe^MCius (1 unit 
geometry and 1 unit algebra)? 

4« ""hat per cent of the total enrollment is 
represented by t’neso schools? 

5e hat per cent of the total number of s^condux/ 
schools do not offer both chemistry and 
physics?

In the event this information is not available in the 
files of your office, any suggestions us to its source will 
be welcomed.
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Engineering Department 
The University of Houston 
Houston, Texas 
November 29, 1946

Dear Sir:

*ith the peaent influx of students into the field of 
engineering, and with the likelihood of an increase in the 
future, this department is faced with a problem that re
quires serious consideration.

' e have a great many aspirants in the University of 
Houston School of Engineering who are unqualified, on a 
basis of secondary school preparation in mathematics and 
physics, to pursue a course in engineering. i'he academic re
quirements of the Engineering Curriculum, therefore, are forc
ing many candidates to drop during the freshman year.

Presumably, your office is presented with a similar sit
uation, and we wish to rely upon your integrity and help rela
tive to this problem.

A copy of the enclosed questionnaire has been mailed to 
the deans of numerous engineering schools throughout the 
country in an effort to obtain an authoritative concensus re
garding this existent anomaly between engineering school 
standards and the mathematical background of so many secondary 
school graduates.

The discretion and cooperation of your office will be 
greatly appreciated in this matter, and it is hoped this in- 
ouiry ill not prove an inconvenience. In the event this 
survey yields a * gnifleant result, a copy of the conclusions 
will be forwarded to you.

Yours very truly

Approved by:
M. I. 3ay, Director 
School of Engineering

E. V.. McMillin 
Engineering Department
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Date 110

Name

Institution

1. What is the total enrollment in your institutiont _______

2. What la the enrollment in your School of Engineering?  

3. ’’hat per cent of the enrollment in your School of 
Engineering has been admitted with less than three
units of secondary school mathematics?  

4. Vhat per cent (approximately) fall or drop out of 
your Engineering School as a result of inadequate
high school mathematics preparation? %

5. Do the individuals admitted with math deficiencies Check One 
generally progress:

Normally 
Slightly Handicappea 

Greatly Retarded  

6. As a whole do these Individuals maintain a Grade Check One
Point Average that is:

Below Average 
Average 

Above Average  

7. Do you feel that, in the future, academic en
trance requirements for Engineering schools will; Check One

Increase 
 Remain Same 

----- 5ec rease

8. Which of the following suggestions would you 
advocate as the most beneficial in regard to 
this proble.? (indicate by numbers 1, 2, etc.)

 (a) Improved guidance in hl^i schools
(b) Increasing of the math requirement for a high school 

diploma. 
 (c) Lowering admission requirement for engineering 

schools.
 (d) Establisliment of a pre-engineering, post graduate 

high school program.
 (e) Utilisation of the b year College Engineering 

program modified to absorb the secondary school 
deficiencies.



Ill
(f) A soreenIng process, based on aptitude tests, prior to 

admission to the school of Engineering.

9. Do you consider this problem a responsibility of: Check One

College 
Secondary i'choola  

Both

10. Does your department sectionalise classes on the 
basis of placement examinations?

11. Do you have any suggestions to off^r with regard 
to obtaining a higher percentage of successful 
candidates in Engineering Schools without lower
ing the present academic standards and requirements 
for admission?

 

 

 


